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JAbstract
To determino the degree of protection obtainable with the Controll-

able Unit Approach (CUA) to nuclear material control, a vulnerability
analysis was performed on a proposed PuO -UO mixed-oxide fuel plant.2 2
Diversion scenarios were developed for each potential diversion point*

in the process with the aid of. a' " diverter's option" . tree. This tree
. -

assured that all attractive scenarios were considered and helped to
avoid overemphasizing scenarios that would be ineffective or would

be redundant. The option tree is based on diversion likelihood factors

frequently employed in diversion path analysis. With consideration of

all the permutations of pertinent likelihood indexes, as applied to

the CUA closure equation network, the number of potential scenarios
for the mixed-oxide plant with relative likelihood factors 20.1 was

found to be approximately 1150. By utilizing the time and space span-
ning effects of the closure equations, one could reject many of these
scenarios on the basis of high probability of prompt detection, and

many others could be combined with scenarios that were effectively
equivalent. This report details 40 diversion scenarios for removing
2.0 kg PuO fr m the plant that 'could not be rejected on the basis of2

''

low relative likelihood or prompt detection.

From this analysis it was apparent that the CUA closure equation sys-
,

tem does provide adequate protection against diversion of 2.0 kg PuO
2

from the mixed-oxide plant from a wide variety of material theft
scenarios. Potentially sensitive areas are identified in this report
and additional protective measures are suggested.

.-

m

3

,
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1. Executive summary of the CUA c1osure equetions deveioged

I for this process. Since one purpose of

The Controllable Unit Approach to material this study was to illustrate the appli-

control and accounting (CUA) has been cability of CUA to a vulnerability analy-
ebown to provide effective material con- sis, only those plant areas spanned by

.

trol for any nuclear material processing the closure equation network were con-j
plant. The CUA control system employs a sidered in detail. It was assumed that

network of material flow closure equations; the vulnerability of the shipping and
,

each equation provides a periodic material receiving areas, i .e . , the only parts of

I balance within a specific section of a the plant outside the equation network,

given process, and the network of equa- could be determined by conventional tech-
|

tions spans the entire process. The net- niques. Potentially vulnerable points in

work is computer monitored to provide these areas, however, could easily be

j timely control, and the equations are con- brought into the CUA control system by

tinuously updated by selected plant pro- adding closure equations where appropriate.

| cess control,~ production control, quality

control, and inventory data. It is useful at this point to introduce a

| space-time concept to multiple or trickle

The CUA methodology was recently applied diversion. All single or multiple diver-
to a proposed high-throughput mixed-oxide sion scenarios can be placed in one of
fuel plant [1], to determine whether a four categories:,

!

stated performance criterion for the pro-

[ cess could be met with the proposed 1. Single Space - Single Time (SS/ST) .

material measurement system of the plant. A single removal or one-time thef t

The closure equation network developed for from one point in the process

this plant has consistently flagged trial

singic and trickle diversions imposed upon 2. Single Space - Multiple Time (SS/MT)
the system by computer simulation tests Several removals or trickle diver-

| [2], thereby demonstrating that the plant sion from one point in the process
could meet its stated performance criter-

ion for these relativel;r simple types of 3. Multiple Space - Single Time (MS/ST)

! diversion. Single removals from several plant
!

locations, not necessarily simul-
To determine the degree of protection taneously

( provided by the CUA material control sys-
tem, however, the mixed-oxide plant was 4. Multiple Space - Multiple Time (MS/MT)

studied for-its vulnerability to organized Multiple or trickle removals from
.

material diversion. Vulnerable spots in several plant locations, not neces-

the plant that were identified by this sarily simultaneously,

analysis coul.d then be studied for improved
. |

measurement precision, added physical For purposes of this vulnerability analysis,
recurity, and wider inspector involvement. the criterion for a potentially successful

diversion has been defined as any single
! Figure 1 is a schematic representation of theft (SS/ST) or combination of multiple

the process, and Figure 2 shows the spans thefts (SS/MT, MS/ST, or MS/MT) that would_

,

4
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result-in the loss of 2.0 kg or more of the main factors a thief must consider

PuO from the mixed-oxide plant during if he hopes to succeed. These factors2
any two-month period. If the' loss would include single or multiple theft, material

be detected _ within 24 hr af ter reaching substitution, data falsification, and col-

the 2.0 kg magnitude, the diversion is lusion.
~

considered to have f ailed. ' Theft sce-

narios in which the discovery time would If the option tree were applied to each

,
be_less than 97.5% would not necessarily potential material removal point in the

be successful, but rather would provide plant, the number of potential thef t

a basis for defining the vulnerable points scenarios would still be unmanageably

in the process. large. However, since each closure equa-

tion spans several potential theft points,

The vulnerability of the plant was as- many of these scenarios become redundant

-sessed by examining possible material from the standpoint of detectability, and

thef t scenarios for all portions of the the number of scencrios to be considered

plant. Theft scenarios were developed can be reduced to a reasonable level.

from the; standpoint of five relative- Also, because of the time spanning effect

likelihood factors that are normally of each closure equation only the total

associated with diversion path analysis, material removed during any closure per-

i.e., (1) material attractiveness, iod will be detected. Thus, many possible
.

(2) single or multiple thefts (space-time multiple diversions from a given area are

considerations), (3) material substitu- equivalent and need not be considered

tion, (4) record falsification, and individually.,
,

(5) collusion. Ease of packaging and

case of removal were not considered in As each scenario was developed, it was,

detail since these factors would be in- examined from the standpoint of detecta-

timately related to the plant layout and bility and relative likelihood. The de-4

the degree of physical protection. If tectability of a diversion from a given

the vulnerable points of the plant are plant area was determined directly from

pinpointed by a technique that is inde- the closure equation controlling that

pendent of the physical configuration of area, the limit of error of the closure

the plant and its security system, the equation (LECE), and the assigned alarm

analysis can'then be used to determine threshold. The relative likelihood of

effective improvements in the plant lay- each scenario was determined from estab-

out and to optimize the plant security. lished likelihood tables in the USAEC,

Regulatory Guide [3] and the DPA Handbook

Rather than trying to address the virtu- (4] . The likelihood f actors do not ad-
.

ally unlimited number of scenarios that dress the probability that a thief will

; - would be associated with a complex mixed- attempt a diversion; such evaluation is

oxide plant, techniques were developed to beyond the scope of this report.L .

l systematically exclude highly unlikely or

| redundant scenarios from consideration. By consideration of all the scenario for-

.These techniques employ a " diverter's mats formed by permutations of the rela-

- option" tree (Figure 3) which utilizes tive likelihood -indexes and the interaction

I

|
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of these formats with the CUA network,'it To simplify the preliminary analysis of
~

can be shown that there are approximately vulnerability, the mixed-oxide fuel plant

1150 generic' scenarios with relative like- was divided into seven major sections.

lihood indexes greater than 0.1 in the Partitioning of these sections corresponds

mixed-oxide plant. 'Nost of these scen- to major interface points of several of

arios can be eliminated.from serious con- the closure equations in the plant. These-

sideration-by preliminary inspection. sections are:

For example, many such scenarios for di-
A. Puo un1 ading and storage2verting 2.0 kg 'PuO w uld be detected

2 B. PuO -UO blending and subblend
2 2very promptly with almost 100% certainty,

storage
other scenarios can be eliminated on the

C. MO Pelletizing and pellet quali-2basis of being members of a family in
fication

which all members would be detectable at
D. Fuel rod fabrication, inspection,

$97.5%, and still others are effectively
and shipment

equivalent in the context of the closure
E. Clean scrap recycle system

equation network so that only one member
F. Dirty scrap and waste processing.

of each family would have to be considered
system

in detail.
G. Analytical services facility,

In general, scenarios for diverting 2.0
Each of these areas is considered in de-

kg PuO having a detectability of 97.5%
*

2 ,

or greater within 24 hr without an un-

reasonable false alarm probability or
A. Potential diversions from PuO2 unload-,

those having a Relative Likelihood Index
ing and storage

less than 0.1 were not considered in de-
This portion of the plant includes

tail. Forty examples of generic scenarios
removal of PuO from shipping contain-

2that do not meet either of these rejection
ers, opening of storage cans, and

criteria are detailed in this report.
transferral of the powder to a storage

These 40 scenarios are used to pinpoint
d Div d e s p h 6 w W h

the potentially. vulnerable points in the
are outside the realm of the closure

Proce' equation network and are not considered

in this analysis. It was assumed that
It should also be noted that thef t of

there would be no undetected diversions
2.0 kg PuO would require the. thief t2 prior to material weigh-in; i.e., any
carry only about'4-1/2 lb, and theft of

such diversion would be apparent from
50 kg MO 'to acquire 2.0 kg PuO w uld

2 2 shipper-receiver differences.
require that the . thief be able to remove

-' approximately 110 lb of material. This
A single removal (SS/ST) of 2.0 kg

added difficulty is reflected in the
PuO fr m the silo-loading operation2material, attractiveness index for the
is readily detectable at the 99.9%+,

MO Since control of UO is not part
2 2 level and is not regarded as a threat.

of-the specified performance criterion,-

Multiple removal during a single silo
diversion of UO is not. considered in

2 loading (SS/MT) is also not a viable
this analynis.

9
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diversion technique because of the contents are used, blend analysis

time spanning effect and cumulative may require a week or more. Hence,

monitoring by the controlling closure procedures must be established to

equation. Single removals of PuO ensure that once a silo load is ana-2
with UO substitution, however, will lyzed, tamper-safe seals are applied2

*

not be detected by weight measure- to the silo to maintain integrity of

ments alone, but will be detected at the load throughout its hold and use'

the 99.9%+ level by analysis of the periods.
,

contents of the filled silo. Detec-

tion time could require as long as B. Potential diversion from the blending

one week since the silo contents are and subblend storage modules

not normally analyzed until the silo Single removals of 2.0 kg PuO r 50
2

is filled. Substitution prior to pow- kg MO (2.0 kg PuO equivalent) are
2 2

der transfer would be detected within promptly detectable at the 99.9%+

8 hours because each can load is level. The PuO feed system to the
2

sampled for analysis, blender may be somewhat vulnerable to

a multiple diversion (SS/MT) without

Multiple diversion from several se- substitution, provided the material

quential silo loads (SS/MT) to accrue is removed gradually throughout the

2.0 kg PuO is a slightly more attrac- 8-week operating period. Probability
2

tive thef t mode since the detectability of detection of removal of 250 g per

may be reduced to about 92.0% and week would be about 20% per theft, so

might require a-period of up to a week the probability of detection of the
,

to detect. Detectability can be im- trickle removal during at least one

proved to 97.5% by added replication week's operation in the eight-week

of full silo weight measurements, period would be about 80%. Surpris-

ingly enough, substitutional diversion

Each can unloading operation, however, at this point is much more likely to

should be monitored to prevent material be detected (>99.9%) because of prompt

substitution at the weight hopper and ar.alysis of the prepared subblend

to ensure that each powder batch trans- (i.e., within four shifts).

ferred to the silo is properly sampled

for analysis. The MO recycle feed silo being held
2

for QC certification prior to blend-

Filled PuO silos that are being held ing must be sealed to ensure that,
2,

for OC certification for the blending once a load is analyzed, its integrity

operation may be somewhat vulnerable is maintained throughout the hold and
~

to substitution diversion. Although use periods.

detectability of a substitution at

this point is high (>99.9% in most The powder blending area is even *. esc
,

cases) detection must await analysis vulnerable than it appears above.

of the mixed powders af ter the blend- The automated PuO and MO feed and
2 2

ing operation. Since the silo may weighing stations provide a consider-

stand idle for several days before its able physical barrier to removal or

10
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substitution between the feed silos substitute wafers or pellets of the

and tne subblend storage silos. Once proper weight and diruensions would
a subblend silo is filled and sampled have a relative likelihood factor

for analysis, however, tamper-safe less than 0.1.

seals must be applied to preserve the
.

integrity of the subblend batch Administrative control of this module
throughout its hold and use periods. must preclude introduction of foreign

.
material to either the slug press or

C. Potential diversion from the MO2 pelleting press to prevent substitute

pelleting module diversion. Also, physical barriers

The only type of thef t scenario that designed to prevent unauthorized re-

appears to be viable for this section moval of wafers or pellets from their

of the plant is powder substitution respective lines should be considered.

prior to the slugging and pelleting

operations. Detection of the sub- D. Potential diversion from the fuel rod

stitution is achieved by random fabrication module

analyses of product pellets plus The same problems confronting a diver-
indications from in-line gamma scan- ter in the pelleting module relative

nors that something is amiss. Detec- to pellet removal and/or substitution

tion of substitution is 99.8% certain, would apply also to the fuel fabrica-
.

but may require as long as one week tion line. Pellet counts are suffi-

if the substitution is made near the ciently accurate to preclude removal

start of the line. of a sufficient number of pellets to
.

constitute a threat. In addition,

Multiple ramoval of slug press wafers inert pellet substitution would be

(SS/MT), green pellets, or sintered detected almost immediately with

pellets over the 8-week operational >99.9% certainty by gamma scanning
period may appear to be attractive of fuel rods. Af ter pellets are welded

because of the relatively high alarm into fuel rods, the welded rods are

thresholds of the controlling closure assigned item numbers and are controlled

equations (4c). Reducing the alarm by item count with normal accountability

thresholds to 2.5 , however, can procedures. Because of the lower ma-

increase the detectability of multiple terial attractiveness and the necessity

theft scenarios that would accrue 50 for a minimum multiple thef t of 25

kg MO t 93.7% within each shift with units, any scenario involving the theft
2

very small increase in the false alarm of fuel rods would have a relative like-

rate. To remove material from this lihood factor less than 0.1. When one
.

point in the plant, the diverter must considers also the difficulty of ac-

acquire about 2500 slug press wafers quiring 2.0 kg Puo by smuggling 252

or about 5000 pressed pellets. Sub- fuel rods, each approximately 14 ft.

stitution for wafers or pellets is not long,out of a plant, or the problems

considered to be viable because of the involved with clandestine disassembly

relatively short time before detection of 25 fuel rods,it is quite apparent

and because any scenario introducing that thef t of completed fuel rods is

not a viable option for a diverter.

11
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E. Potential diversions from the clean G. Potential diversions from the analytical

scrap recycle system services facility

Since SS/ST and SS/MT removals are The total amount of material resident

easily detectable, the only apparently in this module at any one time is no

viable diversion scenario from the more than 0.75 kg, PuO and the total
2

clean scrap system would be the single passing through the module is about -

removal of 50 kg M0 with inert sub- 6.0 kg Puo Per inventory period,2 2
stitution. Although the detectability Removal of 2.0 kg or more PuO f# *

2
of this type of diversion is >99.9%, this area would require that the theft

'

the time required may be a week or be spread over the entire inventory .

1 longer when precise analysis of the period. Any such diversions are detec-
recycled M0 becomes available, table by closure of the controlling2,

equation at the 99.9%+ level. It is

The dominating error in this system concluded there are no viable options

on a shif t-to-shif t basis is the for diversion from this model. Admin-

material holdup in the clean scrap istrative procedures, however, must

reduction / oxidation step. Additional ensure that the integrity of analytical

gamma scanning equipment may be neces- results is retained and that data fal-
; sary in this system to detect material sification in the analytical laboratory

substitution within a one-shif t clo- is not used to cover an inert substi-;

sure. Also, the alarm point of 40 on tution somewhere else in the plant. ~

j the controlling closure equation may
be too restrictiver a 2.5o alarm point The option of data falsification to cover

provides significantly improved pro- removal of material from a CUA-controlled
.

tection against a trickle diversion plant was considered, but no viable sce-

with only a modest increase in the narios were discovered. The diverter can3

false alarm rate from 0.005% to 0.6%. gain some additional time in some areas

.

of the plant by falsifying side stream
P. Potential diversions f rom the waste data to cover removal of material from

treatment modu?4 the main stream. Detection of this type

This module is governed by one long- of diversion is covered by the closure

term CUA equation that closes every equations monitoring the side streams.

eight weeks. Although the material In some cases, more frequent closures of

attractiveness index of M0 wastes is equations in the scrap or waste areas may2
very low, it is possible to remove be required to achieve more timely detec-

2.0 kg PuO as badly contaminated tion of this type of diversion.y

waste. With such a removal there

| would be a delayed detectability of If a false data entry is inserted within *

up to several weeks. If it should the realm of any closure equation, the

appear that some of the waste material discrepancy will be detected with the same

is an attractive target it would be probability as any other closure imbalance.
.

necessary to-add a short-term closure ~ If the falsification is made at an interface

equation to this module to monitor between two short-term equations,. detection

; the weekly plant runoffs. will occur by a material imbalance in one

12
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or Loth of the two equations. Likewise, will provide adequate and timely protec-

an input-output discrepancy between two tion against simple material removal sce-

equations would be apparent, and any .narios (i.e., SS/ST and SS/MT) anywhere in

material discrepancy would show up even- the mixed-oxide' plant, with the possible

tually as closure imbalance in the con- exception of the waste-processing module.

trolling long-term equation. With specific me surement refinements and-

added physical security in identified

Because of the interrelation of the clo- vulnerable areas, the plant can meet its

. sure equations and the use of process specified performance criterion.
*

control data to drive these equations,

any significant discrepancy between input It is recognized that a clever thief could

data and plant status would have to be succeed in circumventing the material con-

propagated throughout the closure equation trol system in many areas of the plant,

network to avoid detection. To be success- but if he has any hopes of escaping detec-

ful, such an attempt would place extrere tion long enough to complete his diversion,

demands on the diverter's depth of under- he must introduce mc re complex secondary

standing of the plant operations'and the factors into his scenarios, e.g., multiple-

closure equation system. In addition, it diversion with substitution and perhaps
is not likely that extensive record > collusion. Such added complications would
- changes could be accomplished without a increase his risk of discovery, as would

several-person collusion, so this option be evidenced by veri low relative-likeli--

could also be rejected on the basis of hood factors,

low relative likelihood. At best, falsi-

)* fication could prolong the detection time, This report does not address the problem

thereby giving the diverter some leeway to of detection of one-time diversions from
complete his theft. It is concluded that several closure equation realms (MS/ST).

data fals'?ication to conceal a diversion A preliminary investigation of this prob-
is not a fruitful option for a thief in lem has shown that there are no major

the CUA-controlled mixed-oxide plant. vulnerabilities of this type in the mixed-

oxide plant [5]. The concept of multiple

From this vulnerability analysis it is diversions from multiple closure equation

apparent that the CUA monitoring system realms (MS/MT) will be the subject of a

future report.

J

e

1

!
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2. Introduction statistica1 errors are norme11y distributed

with a known standard deviation, o, and if

The Controllable Unit Approach (CUA) to proper allowance is made for systematic
material control and accounting has been errors, any measurement has a probability
shown to provide effective material con- cf 95.4% of being within i 20 of its true

'

trol for any nuclear material processing value. Because of these inherent errors,

plant and has recently been applied to a any material balance equation will gener-

proposed high-throughput mixed-oxide pro- ally exhibit a nonzero closure. The size .

cess [1]. of this closure equation imbalance, "CEI",

relative to the standard deviation of the

In the CUA control system, a plant or pro- closure equation is a measure of the prob-
cess is monitored by a series of material atility of whether a given CEI represents

flow equations; each equation covers a unaccounted for material movement or is a
specific operation or series of operations normal statistical variation of the equa-
within the plant. These equations, called tion closure.

" closure equations", employ plant opera-
tional data to maintain running material Random and systematic errors associated

,

balances. All equations are updated con- with all measurements within the realm of
tinuously with operational data as they each closure equation were compiled into
are received, and closure balances are a composite standard deviation,a, for the

_a

obtained periodically from each equation, equation. The limit of error of the clo-

Computerized data handling is employed to sure equation, "LECE", is defined as twice
keep all operational data current and to the composite standard deviation (20) for -

provide timely alerting to anomalous con- the equation. Thus, each closure equation
ditions. has an associated LECE that is the measure

of the control precision afforded by the
For the mixed-oxide plant, a network of closure of the equation.

closure equations was developed that spans
'

the entire length of the process. These To determine the degree of protection the

closure equations have consistently CUA material control system provides, it
flagged single and trickle trial diver- is necessary to examine the mixed-oxide

sions of special nuclear material im- . plant for its vulnerability to organized
,

posed upon the system by computer simu- material divers' ion. The vulnerability of
lation tests at Mound [2]. a plant can be determined by considering

the relative simplicity or complexity of

The control that can be obtained on any possible theft scenarios and the ease or

process is only as good as the material difficulty of detecting material loss,
,

measuring capabilities at various points pertinent to each of the various material-

throughout the system. Even with careful handling operations within the plant.
evaluation of systematic errors, random -

statistical errors will impose a lower Figure 1 is a schematic representation of
limit upon the amount of material loss the mixed-oxide process, and Figure 2 shows
than can be detected reliably by any one the spans of the CUA closure equations that

-measurement. If the measuring random were developed for this process.

14
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In a plant as involved as the mixed-oxide of a loss of material by the process mea-

plant, the number of conceivable diversion surement system. Discovery of diverted

scenarios la virtually limitless. Rather material by scanning devices or other

than attempt to define and evaluate thou- inspection techniques is part of the

sands of potential thef t modes, it is security system and is not considered in

much more productive to examine factors this analysis. The difficulties that-

that a thief must consider if he enter- would be encountered by a thief in divert-

tains any hope of success, and then use ing the material, packaging it, and smug-
~

these factors systematically to develop gling it out of the plant are addressed by

credible diversion scenarios. diversion likelihood factors to be discus-

sed in Section 3. Armed attack is outside

obviously, this study must be systematic the scope of this analysis.

to ensure that all attractive scenarios

are considered and to avoid overemphasiz- For this vulnerability analysis, the cri-

ing those ecenarios that would be ineffec- terion for a successful diversion has been

tive or redundant. Also, a method must defined as any single thef t or combination

be provided to rank potentially success- of multiple thefts that would result in

ful scenarios with respect to case or the loss of 2.0 kg or more of PuO f' *
2

attractiveness of implementation. This the plant during any two-month period. If

ranking in no way implies any probability the loss is detectable at a probability of
'

of attempt of thef t; it merely serves as 97.5% or greater within one day (24 hr)

a systematic method of prioritizing threats after reaching the 2.0 kg magnitude the

to the material control system. diversion is considered to have failed.
.

Any scenario in which the discovery time

The factors to be considered are as fol- is longer than 24 hr or the detectability

lows: material attractiveness, accessi- is less than 97.5% is not necessarily

bility of the material to the thief, ease successful, but rather provides a basis

or difficulty of concealing the diversion, for defining the vulnerable points in the

the number of accomplices required, and process.

the probability of detection. Other fac-

tors, such as ease of packaging and ease Since one of the purposes of this study

of removal,are not normally considered was to illustrate the applicability of

in this type of vulnerability analysis CUA to a vulnerability analysis, only

since these factors are intimately related those plant areas spanned by the closure

to the plant layout and its physical se- equation network were considered in detail.

curity system. Results of a vulnerability It was assumed that the vulnerability of

analysis, however, can be used to deter- the shipping and receiving areas, i.e.,
*

mine where improvements in the plant lay- the only parts of the plant cutside the

out can best be implemented to optimize closure equation network, could be deter-

.

the physical security system. mined by conventional techniques. Poten- )
.

tially vulnerable points in these areas

All these factors can be evaluated in could, however, be easily brought into the

relation to their impact on the detection CUA control system by addition of appropri- I
l

of a diversion. For purposes of this ate closure equations,

report, " detection" implies the discovery

17 !
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3. Develonment andr removal of the amount of material specified

evaluation of diversion by the scenario. 1n this reseece, the

probability of detection is determined byScenarios
the LECE of the closure equation spanning

For a complete vulnerability analysis of the area involved and its specified alarm

the mixed-oxide plant it is not necessary threshold. '

to consider every possible material hand-

ling point; it is sufficient to consider Because of systematic and random errors
.

only each CUA closure equation and its associated with the measuring systems, a
realm. To develop potential diversion measurement indicating a loss of material
scenarios, each such realm that was con- may or may not be realistic indicator of

sidered was examined in detail by means an attempted diversion and may be a false
of a " diverter's option" tree, shown in alarm (Type-I error). Likewise, a measure-
Figure 3. This tree is derived from like- ment in which there is no alarm would not
lihood index tables, to be described be an absolute indication that no removal
below, and addresses four of the five had occurred; if the removal were small

factors that are generally suf ficient to enought it might be lost in the normal

comprise all likely theft modes of a statistical variations of the measurement
given material: single or multiple re- system (Type-II error). With an alarm

movals, substitution, record change, and threshold set at some arbitrary level,

collusion. Most scenarios can be r(pre- there will be a finite probability that
'

sented as "yes-no" combinations of these some CEI's will exceed the alarm level
four factors. The fifth factor, material even though there is ao material removal;

.

attractiveness, was not included in this this probability is known as the " false

tree since the tree would be applied to alarm probability" and is designated by
all target materials in the plant. Ad- the symbol, n. The false alarm level will
mittedly, a given path through the option normally remain fixed for a given set of

tree may describe more than one potential equation closures and will depend only

scenario, particularly since the "yes" upon the threshold setting. With a speci-
branch at any one decision point may con- fled alarm threshold there is also a
tain several options. Likewise, there are finite probability that a given loss of
several questions to be considered at each material will not be observed (Type -II
potential diversion point which are diffi- error). This probability is known as the
cult to categorize into simple "yes-no" "nondetection probability" and is designated
co mbina ti on s . These questions are col- by the symbol, S. The nondetection proba-
lected into a category of " external fac- bility is not fixed for a given measurcment

tors" which will also be discussed below. system but depends on the relative magni-

tude of the amount of material missing and
~

In order to grade the elative seriousness the LECE of the closure equation. With a

of each scenario as it is developed, the given LECE and specified alarm threshold,
~

scenario is examined for its probability the value for 8 can be determined from

of detection and its relative likelihood. standard stetistical tables. It follows
The probability of detection of a diver- that the probability of detection of mis-

sion is based on the ability of the cen- sing material is 1 - B; this probability

trolling closure equation to detect the is usually expressed in percent.

18
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Table 1 - EXAMPLES OF RELATIVE LIKELIHOOD INDEXES FOR THE MIXED-OXIDE PLANT *' '#

Material Distribution Removal No. of
Attractiveness Number Mode Record Change Persons

PuO 1.0 Single 1.0 Simple 1.0 None 1.0 One 1.02
d

MO 0.6 Two 0.9 Inert Subst. d.7 Weight 0.9 Two 0.3
2

Clean Scrap 0.6 Three 0.8 Isotopic Subst. 0.1 Concentration 0.5 Three 0.1

Dirty Scrap 0.4 5 - 10 0.4 Non-measurement- 0.45
data

Disposable <0.1 >10 0 .~ 1 Limit of Error 0.1

Notes

"NRC Guide 95.24 considers whether the primary thief is operator, other employe with
access to the area, or outside personnel. For vulnerability analysis the thief is
assumed to have full access to the system, so this factor drops out of consideration.

bAny other factor not listed is assumed to have a relative likelihood index of 1.0.

cThe DPA Handbook lists more detailed likelihood indexes than are given in the above
table. Although closer calculation of relative likelihood might be worthwhile in
an attempt to define an actual theft, the finer detail does not appear to be warranted
for the vulnerability analysis,

dNRC Guide 95.24 assumes a likelihood index of 1.0 for weight falsification, while the
DPA Handbook lists a value of 0.85. The value in this table represents a compromise
of these two indexes.

, , . . . -
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Because 'of both Type-I and. Type-II errors, . Handbook -[6] and in part on experience at j

.

selection of an alarm threshold is a trade- Mound in handling various forms and iso-

.off between'a false alarm rata that can topes of. plutonium,

be' tolerated and a minimized probability
-of detection of Joss that will still pro - 3.2. Distribution.
. vide adequate protection-of the process.

~

*

For the CUA. analysis cif-the mixed-oxide * single or multiple theft
process it'was useful.to specify for most

*

closure equations that the alarm threshold . All single or miltiple diversion scenarios

be set at least one LECE .(20)- greater than can be placed into one of four categories:

'the' expected mean. values of closure equa-
Single Space ' Single Time (SS/ST)

tion imbalances. This threshold level
A single removal or one-time theft

corresponds to a false alarm r,Pe of 2.28%
from one point in the process

for each equation. .A diversion of 20

from one of these equations would have a Single Space - Multiple Time (SS/MT)

probability of detection of 50%, and a Several removals or trickle diversion

diversion of. 3.90o would have a probabil- from one point in the process

ity of detection of 97.5%. For some equa- Multiple Space - Single Time (MS/ST)

tions in the process with very low LECE's, Single removals from each of several

the alarm threshold was set to 40 to re- plant locations, not necessarily
'

duce the plant over-all false alarm rate. simultaneously
With this alarm threshold, a diversion

Multiple Space - Multiple Time (MS/MT)
would have to be at least !.960 to b

Multiple removals or trickle diversons,

detectable at the 97.5% leve..
, ,

i. - not necessarily simultaneously
| Relative likelihood indexes for all cate-

gories in the option tree are based on
For purposes of this analysis, a single

listings of likelihood indexes in the
theft is a one-time removal of 2.0 kg or

USAEC Regulatory Guide [3] and the ERDA/
more PuO from anY point in the process2- NBS Diversion Path Analysis Handbook [4] .
(SS/ST). A multiple removal is any nurber

| ; Appropriate likelihood indexes are dis-
of two or more thef ts that would accrue

cussed below and are summarized in Table
to a total of 2.0 kg or more PuO in any2

*

specified period. The distribution number

3.1. . Material attractiveness is the number of indiv3 dual thefts required

to achieve the diversion.

Likelihood indexes were-assigned to all
Multiple removals may be individual thefts* : physical ~and chemical forms of . material

~
from each of two or more cloeure equation

expected..to be handled in the entire-
areas (MS/ST), single removals from each

mixed-oxide plant,,i.e., PuO , MO ,TMO
2 2 2._ of a sequence of two or more closures of,

~ clean scrap, MO dirty scrap, and liquid
' 2 a given closure egaation (SS/MT), or any

and sol'id ' wastes.. These' likelihood in-
combination of these two modes (MS/MT).

dexoa are . based in part on detailed
Any scenario involving multiple removals

-material' description factors.in the DPA'
within one closure period of a given

>
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closure equation is,however, considered diverter since plutonium-239 is the only
to be a single thef t since the closure abundant and least radioactive plutonium
equation will detect the total material isotope available. A diverter might con-
removed during the closure period. This sider the use of one of several radioiso-.

feature of CUA methodology eliminates topes, such as plutonium-238,, or americium-
,

the' necessity of considering separately 241, in an attempt to create false infor-

a wide variety of potential multiple mation in plant areas where material is

diversion scenarios which would be, in monitored by gamma scanning techniques. .

fact, CUA equivalents. This type of substitution, however, would

be detected in subsequent weight measure-

In this respect, the number of multiple ments. Further refinements of gamma scan-

diversions from a given closure equation ning measurement could easily include

realm that must be considered are no gamma energy discrimination to differen-

greater than the number of equation clo- tiate between plutonium-239 and any radio-

sures accomplished in the inventory active substitute.
period. If, for example, a given equation

is closed 40 times in a given two-month 3.4. Record change - Yes or No
period, either a single thef t of 2.0 kg

or multiple thef ts encompassing anywhere Four types of record change should be con-

from 2 thefts of 1.0 kg each to 40 thefts sidered: weight data falsification; con-
,

of 50 g each from that area are the only centration data falsification; falsifica-

candidates for potential diversion sce- tion of the limit of error of some appro-
narios that need be considered. priate measuring system; and falsification -

of nonmeasurement -lata, such as deliberate

3.3. Substitution - Yes or No misiabeling of analytical samples, batches,

or identification numbers of accountable
If there is substitution, two options are items. Weight falsification would include
available to the thief, i.e., weight sub- falsified weighing data and/or falsified

stitution and isotopic substitution. The tare weights (as opposed to addition of
weight substitution includes material actual weights to distort tare values).

that will mix intimately with the powder Concentration falsification could be used
and transfer around the plant with the to conceal gradual substitution of inert
powder, solid items that can be added material at some point in the process.

teadily to various weighing points but Analytical sample mislabeling would in-

would not normally move with the powder clude submissie '21se samples for

- (including falso tare weights both internal analysis. Data raisification and/or errors

and 'xternal), or solid items approximat- can occur by improper recording, improper
,

'

ing the weight and appearance of pressed entry to a computer, and tampering with
pe lle ts . computer stored files.

.

For a plutonium prccess, isotopic substi- 3.5. Collusion required - Yes or No
o tution for the purpose of confounding both

weight and chemical analysis is _not ex- If collusion is required to achieve a

pected to be a viable option for a successful diversion, the scenario murt

22
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determine the minimum number of conspira- the physical layout of the plant, the
tors required. Even if collusion is not equipment used, and plant security measures.
required for a potential theft, scenarios Certainly development of appropriate in-

in which -the chances of success can be dexes for these factors should be consid-
enhanced by the addition of one or two ered when an actual plant is evaluated.

*
accomplices should be considered. As can

be seen in Table' 1, if more than three The relative likelihood factor (RLF) of a
conspirators are needed, the scenario can given theft scenario is the product of the,

generally be rejected on the basis of low individual likelihood indexes of the factors
relative likelihood. comprising the scenario, as obtained from

5
Table 1: RLF = H I3.6. External factors i

1-t

In general, scenarios with relative like-
In addition to the questions addressed lihood factors less than 0.1 or with

,
by the option tree, additional factors detection probabilities greater than 97.5%
should be considered for their possible within 24 hr for loss of 2.0 kg PuO2 " #*

impact on reducing the probability of not considered in detail. It is assumed
detection or lengthening the time required that if any abnormality is detected any-
to detect a loss. These factors would where in the system it can be determined
include:

.
reliably within a reasonable length of

1. Physical damage to key equipment time whether the abnormality is a result

(i .e., accident or sabotage) forcing of physical removal of material or is a

false alarm. Scenarios in which the rel-plant shutdown and preventing CUA-

equation closure. ative likelihood is high and the proba bil-

ity of prompt detection is low were used
2. Distortion of calibration of measur-

to pinpoint the most vulnerable locations
ing equipment

i he process. In an actual plant, such
3. Attention diverting tactics, such as vulnerable locations would be studied for

-

introduction of a deliberate data possible improvements of measuring techni-
error in one part of the plant which ques, added physical security, or monitor-
would shut the plant down for investi- ing by nonoperating personnel.
ga tion, then removal of material from

4. Vulnerability analysisanother portion of the plant during

shutdown.
*

For examples of how this analysis can
Table 1 contains three major changes in. identify vulnerable areas in the plant,

the relative likelibcod indexes from those potential thef t scenarios were applied to,

given in NRC Guide #5.24; namely, types of all areas of the plant. To simplify this
material that are specific to a mixed-oxide operation, the plant was partitioned into
plant were categorized and two indexes in seven sections and scenarios were developed,

Ithe record change category were modified. throughout each section. These sections
i

i

are: PuO2 powder unic ling and storage; i

Relative likelihood indexes are not given PuO blending and subt 3 storage; MO2 2
at this time for any external factors pelletizing, sinterin -d grinding;

since such factors depend considerably on fuel rod fabrication -r tifica tion;

'

l
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clean scrap recovery and reprocessing; scena as could be eliminated on the basis

dirty - scrap and waste processing; and them the least detectable member of the

analytical ~ services. family had a detectability greater thars

97.5% for a loss of this magnitude. Also,

If one considers all the permutations of in other families all members had identi-
*

factors in Table 1 that result in sec- cal detectabilities, e.g.; multiple and

narks.with relative likelihood factors single diversions in the same closure of

greata *han 0.1, it is possible'to cal- an equation would be equivalent, so that
,

culate the number of generic. combinations only one member of the fa.uily was examined

that would apply to each portion of the in detail. ,

plant. Within this limitatic a, ' the num-

ber of generic formats that can be related All the generic formats that could not be

! to each type of material handled are as rejected on the basis of low relative like-

follows: 56 fermats are Puo related, lihood or prompt detectability are included
2

41 are M0 related, 41 are.M0 cl(an in the 40 scenarios detailed below in this.
2 2

scrap related, and 33 are MO dirty scrap report. These potentially successful sce-<

2
related. If these formate are applied to narios are ranked according to their

each relevant closuro equation, the seven seriousness in Section 5 of this report.

plant areas denoted ' above would have the Any one of these scenarios could permit

following numbers of possible generic a' diverter to circumvent the performance
a .

{.
scenarios criterion for the plant. System refine-

1. PuO unlos ling and storage 168 ments to override these scenarios to bring
2

.

the process into compliance with the per-
2. Puo -M0 blending and sub-

*

2 2 formance criterion are discussed in Section
blend storage 414

6.,

3. MO pelleting, sintering,y
4.1. PuO unloadingand grinding. 246-

2
4. Fuel rod fabritation and and StOTage inOdule

certification 164
.

.

This section of the plant, shown schemati-
5. clean scrap recycle 82

cally in Figure 4, is spanned by short-

6. Dircy scrap and wtste term closure equations S-1, S-2, S-3, and

processing 33 S-4, and by long-term equation L-0. The

7. Analytical services' 41 realms of these equations, their closure'

cycles, LECE's, and modes of measurement

tough'all these 1148 generic formats are given in Table 2.

w,ce. considered for viable diversion sco- -

The PuO uni ading and storage section of-
na r ios ,' it was possible, by preliminary 2

inspection, to eliminate a large portion the plant operates as follows. Pure Puo
2

p wder is stored in large shipping casks,
.f of them from detailed consideration. For.

which are, in turn, stored in a suitable
,

many of the scenarios loss of 2.0 kg PuO
. 2

vault (Location 2, Figure 4). Each cask''

could obviously be detected very promptly

! .with almost-100% certainty, and frequently contains approximately 4.5 kg of powder,

it could be'shown' that families of divided equally between two welded cans
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FIGURE 4 - Flow diagram of Pu0 module.
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.

Table 2 - CUA EQUATIONS GOVERNING PuO SECTION OF THE PLANT2

(20)
LECE

Equation Process Controlled Closure Cycle (kg) Mode

S-1 Puo Cans to Storage Silo Each can (N 3/ shift) 0.9 Wt2
& Each Silo Load 0.36a
(1/wk)

S-2 Same as S-1, but adds Pu Each Silo Load (1/wk) 1.0 Wt/ Anal
Analysis 0.63a

S-3 PuO2 Silo on Analytical 1/ shift 0.9 Wt
Hold 0.30a

S-4 PuO Sil to Feed Hopper 1/ shift 0.9 Wt2
0.43a

L-0' PuO Cans to Storage Silo 1/ inventory Period 1.46 Wt/ Anal
-

2

a
LECE improved by rolling average data filter.,

Note: Alarm ' hreshold is 1 LECE (20) for each equation..
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(i.e., there is nominally 2.25 kg PuO Material in receiving (Location 1) , stor-
2

orf2.0 kg'Pu per'can). As each' cask is ago (Location 2), and cask opening (Loca-

opened, the two cans are identified, . tion 3) is.outside the CUA equation net-

suitably logged, and weighed (Location . work. Proper initiation of the CUA net-

3) . work requirec. assurance that the initial
.

.

input weights in Location 4 (unloading
.

"Af ter being weighed, each storage can is station) accurately reflect the amount of

then opened, an analytical. sample is material handled by Location 4. Weighings ..
.

weighed out,- and the contents of the can at this location are used to verify shipper-
~

are dumped into.a hopper for pneumatic receiver agreement, so that standard item

transfer to the storage silo (Location accountability procedures and physical pro-

4). The empty can and lid are tared and tection are required for all operations

transferred to waste storage for ultimate prior to this point in the process. Eval-
Idecontamination and disposal. uation of the vulnerability of the plant

prior to Location 4 is outside the scope

The plant is operated continuously on a of this. analysis; it is assumed, for pur-

three-shif t per day basis; there is a poses of this report, that there have been

total of 21 8-hr shif ts per week. Every no diversions prior to opening the shipping

two ronths (approximately eight weeks) casks.

the plant is shut down for cleanup,. ma-
,

terial holdup removal, and complete Physical removal of material from this

nuclear material balancing, section of the plant is possible by means

of the following operations at the loca- .

There are three identical storage silos tions' indicated in parentheses :

for Puo2 (L cations 5,6,7). In any one
o Removal of sealed can prior to

week of operation one silo is being filled,
weighing (4)

the second silo is being held for analysis,

I and the third silo is being used .to supply e Removal of-sealed can after weigh-

PuO Powder to the rest of the plant. i"9 I4)
2

Each silo holds'the contents of 74 cans, e Removal of PuO2 powder from opened
or approximately 166 kg of Puo . All 21 can (4)y
shif ts in one week are required to load

e Removal of PuO2 powder from silo
one silo, so that either three or four

beirg filled (5)
cans are processed in any one shift. The

e Removal of PuO2 powder from fullgross silo weight is monitored closely
silo (6)throughout the entire loading process and

loading weight data are compared to can
'

unloading data by means of CUA equation Examples of potential scenario 9 for-theft

S-1. With this schedule, each silo is fr m these areas are given below. These-

' cycled every three weeks 'during the two- examples are not all inclusive, but rather
,

'

were selected to indicate the variousmonth ; operation cycle. Short-term equa-
factors addressed by the option tree. Thetions, S-1, S-2, S-3, and S-4, are closed
list does, however, include all scenarioson batch-to-batch', shif t-to-shif t, and'

that could not be eliminated by . low RLF or
load-to-load bases, and ' the -long-term

~ high detectability.
;> equation,LL-0, -is' closed at each two- -,

month shutdown. ,
,
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EXAMPLE 1: Removal of Sealed Can Prior problems with shipper-receiver reconcili-

to Weighing' ation.

Since . the plant would. be maintaining an EXAMPLE 2: Single Removal During Silo

adequate item ' accountability . system, a Filling
'

missing can would be detected with vir-

.tual' certainty prior to the end of the SCENARIO - Steal a sealed can after weigh-
~

; same shift,'and probably within'an hour, ing but before opening.
,

so that the simple theft of.a can would

not be viable option to a diverter. Relative

.There'is,:however,.one scenario of this
Decision n x

itype_that can escape detection for at
Material Attractive-

least 24 hr. ness 1.0

Single Removal 1.0
SCENARIO - Steal one can of PuO (2.25 No Substitution 1.02
kg)-prior to weighing and replace w'ith No Record Change 1.0

,

identical can of UO (also 2.25 kg). No Collusion 1.0
2

Relative Likelihood
Factor 1.0

Relative
... . Likelihood

-Decision Index- the diversion of 2.25 kg PuO is approxi-
2

Material Attractive- nately 50 of a single closure of CUA
ness 1.0 aquation S-1. With an alarm threshold of'

Single Removal 1.0 20, the probability of detecting the re-
Inert Substitution 0.7 moval of this quantity of material is
No Record Change 1.0

99.3% within one shift.
No Collusion 1.0
Relative Likelihood This scenario would also be detected byFactor 0.7

an imbalance between'the number of powder

batches transferred and the number of cans' '

This is an attractive scenario from the logged into the system. Because can and
diverter's point of view since the ma- batch counts are considered to be errorless,
terial'is already packaged and contains

the probability of detection of this type
enough material to be a significant loss of diversion by the end of the same shift
to the plant. The can substitution would

is virtually certain,
avoid problems with item accountability

;and there would be no discrepancy in EXAMPLE 3: Single Removal During Silo
empty can, counts or in the number of.''

Filling with Inert Substitu-
- powder batches transferred to the storage tion-

silo. The scenario would, however, re-
~

quire that the diverter have prior know-- SCENAn o - Substitution of one scaled can
-ledge of the precise weight of a given of UO f r a sealed can of PuO after2 3
can so that'he could prepare the substi- weighing at the unloading and weighing
tute accurately and thereby avoid raising

station.

.
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Relative No Collusion 1.0
Li hood Relative LikelihoodDecision g

Material Attractive-
ness 'l .0

This is a slightly modified version ofSingle Removal 1.0
Example 3, and is designed to avoid a -

Inert Substitution 0.7
Prompt alarm from an improper analyticalNo Record Change 1.0
sample. The diversion would not appearNo Collusion 1.0

*

Relative Likelihood as a weight abnormality in equation S-1,

Factor 0.7 but would appear as improper plutonium

concentration (1.2 at. % U in Pu) by clo-

This scenario would not be detected by sure of S-2. Detection is virtually cer-

any can or batch count, nor would any tain for this scenario, but would require

weight abnormalities be detected by clo- as long as one week since there would be

sure equation S-1 upon closure. Also no apparent anomaly in any of the batchs

the substitution would result in a con- analyses. In this respect, this scenario

centration of approximately 1.3 at. % circumvents the timeliness requirement of

uranium in plutonium in the filled silo; the performance criterion,

the scenario is virtually 100% detectable

by closure of equation S-2, but could The chances of success of this type of

regt ire as long as one week to detect. scenario could be enhanced by additional -

One refinenent to regain timeliness con- collusion and data falsification in the

trol would be inclusion of a closure analytical laboratory. Such added com-

equation covering daily analytical sample plications, however, would reduce the
~

submissions. likelihood index to <0.1. This scenario

does point out, however, the necessity

EXAMPLE 4: Single Removal of Powder of maintaining close control over analyti-

During Silo Filling with cal specimens and records .

Inert bubstitution and

Record Falsification EXAMPLE 5: Multiple Removal During Silo

Fillint

SCENARIO - Substitute 2.0 kg UO f r 2.0
2

kg PuO rem ved from an opened can at the Closure equation S-1, which monitors the2
weighing station, and take the analytical material balance between the can unload-
sample from the 0.25 kg PuO remaining in ing operation and the storage silo, is2
the opened can. closed with each powder batch transfer

and thereby provides prompt detectability

Relative of any single diversion. Also, since *

hood
each S-1 closure in sequence considersDecision n x
the cumulative total of material handledMaterial Attractive-

ness 1.0 in the silo loading operation, a variety

Single Renoval 1.0 of multiple diversion scenarios are equiv-

Inert Substitution 0.7 alent if they result in the same total

Change of Nonmeasured material removed during the entire load-
data 0.45 ing period. Therefore, it makes no
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long-run difference from the standpoint of during the loading process, see Table 2)
detectability whether a single diversion [7), so that la would be 180 g. The
of 2.0 kg is made from any one of the probability of detecting removal of 250 g
batches or if 0.027 kg is removed from- (1.390) would be 27.1% within two shifts.
each of the 74 cans processed or any This is a low enough probability to consider

*'
other multiple removal from this location. the scenario more in detail. It can be
With any combination of multiple removals shown, however, that the probability of de-
during any one loading operation the loss tection of at least one removal of 250 g

.

.to the silo load is 2.0 kg, which would be froin each of eight sequential silo loads
8detected no later than the final closing is 92.0% [(1-8 ) x 100%). Also, with this

of S-1, with a probability of detection of type of diversion, one would expect to see
99.3% or better. Thus, any multiple diver ' an average of 2.2 alarms out of a sequence
sions totaling 2.0 kg during the silo fill- of eight loadings; the number of false

ing operation can be reduced to equivalent alarms expected for the same period would
of Exam,les 2, 3, or 4. be 0.2, so any alarm would be grounds f.or

a detailed investigation. Since this
one type of multiple diversion from this scheme has a less than desirable probabil-
area is unique, however. There are eight ity of detection, may require up to a week
sequential silo loads in any two-month to discover, and has a relatively high
inventory period, and each load has its likelihood factor, it is a candidate for a

~

own independent material balance. realistic diversion scenario. This opera-

tion, however, is also protected by long-,

SCENARIO - Rr.ove .250 g of PuO Powder term closure equation, L-0, which has an2,

from-each of eight sequential silo. load- LECE of 1.46 kg Puo . The probability of2
ings to tota. 2.0 kg during the two-month detection of thip : ;enario by at least
inventory period, one of the short-term equations or the

long-term equation is 98.1%. Added short-
Relative term protection can be achieved by repli-

Likelihood
Decision Index cation of full silo weighings to compare

Material Attractive- more precisely the actual silo load with
ness 1.0 its value determinea from statistical pre-
Distribution (8) 0.4 dictors. +

No Substitution 1.0

No Record Change 1.0 It is interesting to note that if the data
No Collusion 1.0 filtering technique is not used, la would
Relative Likelihood be 450 g, the probability of detection af
Factor 0.4

removal of 250 g troi e silo would be
.

7.5%, and the probab ..ty of detection of
Although the LECE of the governing closure

east one removal of this magnitude from
equation is 0.9 kg, for a single weighing,

ea h of eight si loadings would be only*

the effective LECE can be reduced to 0.36
46.4%. Obviously, the sophisticated data

ly; by the use of a rolling average data
ea ment is required at this point in

filter (a statistical technique that util-
he process to alleviate the vulnerability.

izes a moving average of eight can weights

.
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EXAMPLE 6: Record Change - Data'Falsifi- process and throughout all subsequent clo-
cation During Silo Loading sure equations with no indication'of ab-

normality. It has already been assumed
'

The only viab'le theft scenario based on for this analysis that storage-can weights
will be reconciled with shipper-receiverrecord change in this section of the

process would involve falsifying the' valuest therefore, any discrepancy be- ., ,

tween material removed from storage andscrap or waste stream data to cover re-
moval >f material from the main stream material processed would be cause for

-

and trereby force the controlling equa- alarm. Can and batch records are not
'

tion to close within alarm limits. Such currently part of the closure equation
diversions, however, would be detected network, so falsification of such records

is outside the scope of this analysis. !

by improper closure of the equations
governing the scrap recovery and waste .The equation network can be expanded to

process moduloss these are discussed in include item counts of can and batches,
however, if it appears advantageous toSections 4.5 and 4.6.
do so.

Othe rwise , if all input data are assumed
correct, any weight falsification used EXAMPLE 7: Single Removal of 2.0 kg PuO2

From Loaded Siloto conceal a diversion during loading
would have to be propagated throughout

Material control of loaded storage silos .

the plant by the diverter and his accom-
plicos to avoid detection by improper on analytical hold is governed by closure
closure of one or more downstream equa- equation S-3. Since this equation has

*

tions. Such a scenario would place approximately the same LECE as Equations

severe demands on a potential diverter. S-1 and S-2, theft scenarios similar to

lie must understand the plant thoroughly, those noted above would have approximately

he must understand the operation of the the same levels of detectability. One .;

closure equations thoroughly, he must be exception would be inert substitution;
aware of equation closure schedules, and there is no secondary analysis of the

he would probably have to acquire several silo contents prior to the blending opera-

accomplices to offect arpropriate data tion, so that detection would await analy-

falsification at the right times and sis of the subblend batch,

places throughout the plant. At best,
ff "data f alsification during silo loading SCENARIO - Removal of 2.0 kg Puo2

silo on hold and substitution of 2.0 kgwould delay detection time for only a
00few days. 2*

Relative
'

Weignt data at the. input weighing station Decisior. de

could conceivanly be falsified downward Ma ial A rac tive-
1.0to cover a proposed downstream theft. ness

*

The thief.would have to achieve his diver- Single Removal 1.0

sion' before the next closure of the first ' Inert Substitution 0.7

equation 'in ' the system so that the f alsi- No Record Change 1.0

fication of. initial weight'would then No Collusion 1.0

match the weight of material entering the Relative Likelihood
0.7Factor

,
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This scenario would not be detected by With this scenario it is assumed the thief

env subsequent weight measurements on would not be able to remove the added tare

the silo or by any subsequent closures during the silo unloading cycle without

of equations S-3 or S-4. It is, however, detection. Any sudden weight discrepancy

virtually certain of detection by closure would be detected within one shift by clo-

of equation S-10 in the blending section sure imbalance of equation S-4.*

of-the plant, but such detection could

take as long as two weeks. In this re- EXAMPLE 9 Multiple Removal from Loaded
*

spect, this scenario would circumvent Silos with Tare Distortion

the timeliness requirement of the per-

formance criterion. SCENARIO - Remove 250 g PuO from each of2
eight on-hold silo loads, and add 250 g

EXAMPLE 8: Single Removal of 2.0 kg PuO false tare weight to each silo.
2

from Loaded Silo with Tare
Relative

Weight Distortion Likelihood
Decision Index

Material Attractive-SCENARIO - Remove 2.0 kg PuO from silo
2 ness 1.0

on hold and add 2.0 kg false tare weight
Distribution (8) 0.4

to the silo.
Silo Tare Weight
Substitution 0.7

Relative-

Likelihood No Record Change 1.0

Decision Index Two pers-n Collusion 0.3
__

Material Attractive- Relative Likelihood
* ness 1.0 Factor 0.08

Single Removal 1.0
Silo Tar Weight If the thief tries to remove the excess
S sutution 0.7

weight during the silo emptying operation,
No Record Change 1.0

he will be detected by a closure imbalance
Two person Collusion 0.3

of equation S-4. The refined LECE of S-4
*

7 t 0.21 is 0.43 kg, or la is about 215 g. The

probability of detection of removal of

As in Example 7 above, this scenario will 250 g from any one silo is 20.3%, and the

not be detected by any subsequent weight probability of detection of at least one

measurements on the loaded silo. The rem val from each of eight silo loads is

83.7%.diversion would, however, be detected

upon emptying the silo by an imbalance of
If the thief is not able to retrieve histhe final closure of equation S-4. The

'

refined LECE of S-4 is 0.43 kg, so the added weights from the emptied silo, the

prcoability of detection is greater than an maly will show up as added tare and

99.91. Detection could take as long as w uld be interpreted as an abnormal amount
'

two weeks since the anomaly will not f holdup. With eight c 'ibration weigh-

ings of the silo tare [7. , la is approxi-appear until the silo is empty. The added

- tare weight would appear to be an abnormal mately 173 g. The probability of detection

amount of material holdup which would be of at least one such weight anomaly in

an adequate cause for investigation. eig t I ads is 93.H or gmater.
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4.2. MO blending subblend to compute the exact amount of each powder2
StOT898 Module type required. Computer-controlled meter-

ing operations from each feed hopper en-
,

In Section 4.1.'all the alarm thresholds sures delivery of the proper proportions

were set at one LECE (20) greater than of these powders to the blender. Powders
*the expected mean value of the CEI's. that are not used for a given subblend

In the ensuing plant sections many of the are retained in their respective feed
'

LECE values are small enough to permit hoppers for the next batch.
,

j' their alarm thresholds, to be set to 2

LECE (40), thereby reducing the false The feed hoppers and weighing hoppers for
_

alarm probability to approximately 0.003%. both the PuO and the MO systems are
2 2

,

capable of returning the material to re-i -
,

The MO blending module. is shown schemati- spective storage areas in the event the2
cally in Figure 5. Each powder blend pre- material cannot be blended or the moisture,

pared in this section of the plant consists content of the powder is too high. In

| of approximately 227 kg hom geneously general, to avoid possible contamination

mixed PuO and UO ; the nominal concentra- of feed stock, UO will never be returned
2 2 2

! tion of PuO in the blend is 4%. This to storage. Scrap UO will n rmally be2 2
mixture is r.ttained by blending approxi- shipped offsite for recovery.

4

i mately 7.7 kg Puo ,185 kg 00 (new pow-
2 2

{t . dors obtained from respective storage The operational mechanics of the blender
' ~

silos), and 34.3 kg MO (n minal y 4% (Location 25) are not discussed here; it2
i PuO and'obtained from recycle storage). is assumed that a completely homogeneous2 ,

To prepare the blend, each feed hopper, powder is ultimately transferred to the

shown in Figure 5, is loaded with approxi- reduction mill (Location 26). The function,

mately 120% of the material required for of the reduction mill is to break up par-
'

the subblend; i.e., the amount required ticle aggregates that may have formed dur-

for the subblend is added from respective ing the olending operation. Analytical
,

storage silos to 20% heels remaining in samples are removed from the reduction

j each feed hopper from the previous sub- mill while the bulk of the powder from
'

blend preparation. To accomplish this each load is transferred to an appropri-

weight distribution, the PuO feed hopper ate MO subblend storage silo.
2 2

1 (Location 8, Figure 5) is loaded to 9.0 kg -

PuO , the MO feed hopper (Location.23) There are nine MO subblend storage silos.2 2 2
is loaded to 41 kg MO , and the UO feed During normal plant operations, these

2 2
; hopper-(Location 14) is loaded to 185 kg silos are in various stages of being

i UO I aded, being held for analysis, being
2

'

used to feed the pelleting module, or

Depending upcn the. composition of the MO "c,eing weighed for holdup and tare veri- *

2
i obtained from recycle, precise quantities fication. MO batches that are rejected

,2
of Puo , MO and UO are metered into or are not fed to the pelleting operation

2 2 2
their rerpoetive weighing hoppers to for one reason or another are returned to

achieve the desired mix of PuO and UO the MO recycle storage silo, directlyj 2 2
in the blending operation. Certified rather than being passed through.the clean

*

. analytical data on each material are used scrap recycle system.

o
i
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,Approximately one blend is prepared per The reason for the overlapping of equations
shift so that each PuO storage silo S-9 and S-10 is immediately apparent from2
load will feed a total of 21 blends, this table. Equation S-9 has a large LECE
This would mean also that each MO sub- and is relatively vulnerable to any multi-2
blend storage silo would be recycled two ple diversion or to any diversion with

or three times per week, or.approximately substitution. These two potential diver-
'

19 times in a two-month inventory period. sion modes would be detectable by equation
S-10, but at the expense of additional

,

CUA closure equations controlling this time required for_ detection. The LECE for
section of the plant are s equation S-9 is large because, in the ab-

S-4 Transfer of PuO from storage to sena of analytkal data, aH chu
2

PuO feed hopper '9"* ' " # " " " ' " *"*# "
2

(Location 25) must be considered to be
3-5 Transfer of PuO fr m feed hopper2 PuO . Equation S-10, however, uses analy-2to weighing hopper

tical data to compute the MO imbalance i2
S-6 MO recycle silos on hold (i .e., in terms of actual PuO di8Crepancy.2 2

after filling, before use)

Modes by which it is physically possibleS-7 Transfer of MO from storage silo
2 to remove material from the locations

to MO Feed hopper2 indicated in parentheses are:
S-8 Transfer of MO from feed hopper -

2 e Removal of PuO from storage siloto weighing hopper 2
being used (5,6,7)

S-9 Transfer of PuO , MO , and UO from
2 2 2 e Removal of PuO from feed hopper -

weighing hoppers through the blender 2
(8)and reduction mill to the subblend

e Removal of PuO from weigh hopperstorage silos 2

S-10 Same as'S-9, but additional control

e Removal of MO fr m storage siloof plutonium by analysis 2

"9 8 ' 'S-ll Controls reject of MO from sub-
2

blend silo e Removal of MO fr m feed hopper
2

S-12 Controls seven subblend silos on
e Removal of MO fr m weigh hopperhold (i.e., after filling, before 2

use) (24)

e Removal of MO fr m redu tion millS-25 Controls clean scrap and rejected 2

MO subblend recylced to MO #*CYCI"' (26)y 2
storage silo e Removal of MO fr m subblend silo .

2
.L-1 Opening pug cans, addition of UO being filled (30-38)

2 2
to subblend storage, o Removal of MO fr m subblend silo

2 _

on analytical hold (30-38)-

LECE's and alarm thresholds for these 11
equations are given in Table 3. Removal of unblended UO is not considered

2
in the current analysis since control of

uranium is not part of the performance

criterion.
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aTable 3 - ALARM SETTINGS A D CLOSURE TIMES OF CUA EQUATIONS

LECE Alarm Time
Equa tion (20) Level Required Measurement

No. (kg PuO2) (kg PuO2) (shifts) Mode

S-4 0.4 0.4 <1 wt,

S-5 0.07 0.14 <1 wt,

'

S-6 0.06 0.12- <1 wt,

S-7 0.05' O.10 <1 wt

S-8 0.01 0.02 <1 wt
*

S-9 1.2 1.2 <1 wt

S-10 0.07 0.14 ~2 wt/ assay
1 S-11 0.05 0.10 <1 wt

S-12 0.06 0.12 <1 wt

S-25 0.2 0.4 <1 wt

L-1 0.94 0.94 168 wt/ assay

a..

Reference 3.
]

.

t

On the following pages examples are given 4.2.1. Examples of Diversion of PuO2,

of scenarios that illustrate the degree from the Blender Module
of protection afforded by the closure

equation network at potentially vulner- EXAMPLE 10: Single removal from PuO
2able po .cs in the mixed-oxide blending Storage Silo In Use

and storage section of the plant. It is

assumed that the contents and analysis of SCENARIO - Retove 2.0 kg PuO from the
2

each PuO storage silo being used to load system during transfer of the powder from2
the feed hopper have been verified and the storage silo to the feed hopper.
certified for use. Likewise, it is

. Relativeassumed the contents and analyses of the Likelihood
MO and UO ~ storage silos have been veri- Decision Index

2 y
fled and certified. Material Attractive-

ness 1.0
'

Single Removal 1.0The scenario examples are not all-inclusive'
No Subsitution 1.0but were selected to illustrate means of No Record Change 1.0*. identifying vulnerable points.in the blend-
No Collusion 1.0

ing process.
Relative Likelihood
Factor 1.0

|

|.
L
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'

The controlling closure equation'is'S-4- Relative
'

with a refined LECE of 0.43 kg PuO ' A '

2 Decision
diversion of 2.0 kg is 4.440s with an

Material Attractive-
alarm threshold of 2c, the probability ness 1.0
of. detection would be 99.3% within one Distribution (> 10) 0.1

*
shift. No Substitution 1.0

No Record Change 1.0

EXAMPLE 11: Multiple Diversion from 3-man Collusion

PuO Silo In-use Requ hed 0.1 *

2
Relative Likelihood
Factor 0.01

SCENARIO - Remove 250 g PuO fr m each
2

of eight sequential silo loads over a
A minimum three-man collusion is required

two-month period.
since removals must be accomplished dur-

Relative ing every shift. Normally, this scenario

w uld be rejected on the basis of lowDecision In ex

Material Attractive- relative likelihood, but it is included

ness 1.0 - here to illustrate how apparently dissim-

Distribution (8) 0.4 ilar scenarios can be CUA equivalents.

No Substitution 1.0 Since equation S-4 also monitors the

No Record Change 1.0 cumulative closure imbalance thrcughout .

No Collusion 1.0 the 21 shifts, positive detection of this

Relative Likelihood trickle diversion would be achieved some-
Factor. 0.4

time prior to the end of the unloading -

process. Under the worst conditions, the
Again, the controlling equation is S-4.

total material removed by the end of the
-The diversion is 1.160 per silo load, and

run would be 2.0 kg and the loss would be
it would occur in one of the 21 closures

equivalent to a one-time removal with a
seen by equation S-4 during each silo un-

detectability of 99.3% (identical to
loading operation. The probability of

Example 10),
detection of a 250-g removal during silo

unloading is 20.3%; the probability of
EXAMPLE 13: Multiple Diversion from

detection of at least one such removal in
Multiple CUA Closures

eight sequential silo unloadings is 83.7%,

so the' scenario can circumvent the per-
SCENARIO - Remove approximately 12 g PuO

2for,iance criterion.
from each blend load, thereby totaling

250 g per silo load and 2.0 kg over a
EXAMPLE 12: . Multiple Removal-from One

two-month period. ..

PuO Sil L ad
2

Again, because of cumulative monitoring
SCENARIO --Remove approximately 95 g from of equation' S-4, this scenario becomes *

each~ blend loadi.ig in the feed hopper
equivalent to Example 11, i.e., a rela-

' (1.c ., one removal per shif t) .
. tively simple eight part diversion. The
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protability of detection would be at least feed bonpar would contaminate the next

equal to and probably greater than that subblend to the extent of about 80, which

M ven for Example 11, 83.7%. The relative vould also be virtually certain of detec-

likelihood factor, however, would be 0.01 tion within one shift after blending.

or less because of a minimum three-person Concealment by a SS/ST removal with mass

collusion, so the ' scenario is not an substitution at this point in the process*

attractive alternative for a diverter. is not a viable alternative.

*
EXAMPLE 14: Single Removal with Substi- EXAMPLE 15: Multiple Removal of PuO

2
tution with Substitution

SCENARIO - Remove 2.0 kg PuO from the SCENARIO - Remove 95 g PuO fr m each of
2 2

feed hopper and substitute 2.0 kg UO 21 subblend preparations with UO substi-
2 2

tution.

Relative
Likelihood . Relative' ' 'Decision Index Likelihood

Decision IndexMaterial Attractive-
ness 1.0 Material Attractive-

ness 1.0Single Removal 1.0
Distribution (21) 0.1Inert Subsitution 0.7
Inert Subsitution 0.7No Record Change 1.0.

No Collusion 1.0 No Record Change 1.0

3-Person Collusion 0.1Relative Likelihood
Factor 0.7 Relative Likelihood*

Factor 0.007

This scenario would not be detected by

weight measurement, so that neither Although this scenario has a probability

of detection of 88.7% in the one-weekEquation S-4 or S-9 would give an indica-

tion of material removal. The scenario 1 ading period, it is rejected on the

would be detected by S-10, however, since basis of having a very low relative like-

lihood factor,
this equation includes analysis of the

subblend powder. Normally about 9.2 kg

PuO is 1 aded into the feed hopper to SCENARIO - Remove 200 g PuO fr m each of
22

19 subblends in a week with UO substitu-provide 7.7 kg for each subblend. If 2
ti n (i.e., 10 shifts).2.0 kg UO were substitu',ed in one of

2
these loads, the subblend would be short

Relative
by about 1.67 kg PuO , and the concentra- Likelihood2

Decision Indextion of PuO would be about 3.3% instead.
2 '

Material Attractive-of the nominal value of 4.0%. ness 1.0

Distribution (10) 0.4
The LECE of S-10 is 0.07 kg PuO , so the*

2 Inert Substitution 0.7
loss would be approximately 48a, which No Record Change 1.0
is certain of detection approximately 2-Person Collusion 0.3
one shift after the blending is completed. Reldive Mkemd
Likewise, the remaining 0.3 kg of UO in Factor 0.082
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This is a diversion of 5.70 per subblend. of two sequential tare determinations

With a 40 alarm threshold, the probability would be 0.122 kg. Therefore, a 2.0 kg

of detection of any one such theft is discrepancy in tare weight would be

95.3%. Also, with 10 such thefts there essentially 100% detectable,

would be an average of 9.5 alarms during

the week; without material loss there 4.2.2. Examples of Diversion of MO2 from

would be no expected alarms. the Blender Module

.

It is apparent from these two scenarios Because of the nominal concentration of
that multiple removal of PuO from the 4 wt t PuO in the mixed oxide, it would2 2
blender module with subsitution is not a be necessary for the diverter to remove

viable theft mode. The thief is limited 50 kg MO to achieve the defined diversion
2

by relatively high detectability if his of 2.0 kg PuO2*
removals are too large, and the difficulty

in achieving a large number of smaller EXAMPLE 17: Single Removal of 50 kg MO
2

removals is reflected by very low likeli-

hood factors. SCENARIO - Remove 50 kg MO fr m MO
2 2

recycle storage silo on hold.
EXAMPLE 16: Removal of pug with Tare

2
Weight subsitution

L ood .

Decision Index

SCENARIO - Remove 2.0 kg PuO fr m the Material Attra :tive-2
ness 0.6storage silo in use and add in 2.0 kg

,

falso tare weight. Single Removal 1.0

No Substitution 1.0

Relative No Record Change 1.0
el d

No Collusion 1.0Decision Index

Material Attractive- Relative Likelihood
Factor 0.6ness 1.0

Single Removal 1.0
The MO recycle on hold is controlled byInert SubsituM on 0.7 2

No Record Ch. ,a 1.0 closure equation S-6, which has an LECE

No Collusion 1.0 f 0.06 kg PuO and an alarm threshold of
2

Relative Likelihood 0.12 kg. A diversion of 50 kg MO2 (2.0
Factor 0.7 kg pug ) is essentially 100% detectable

2
within one shift.

This scenario will not normslly become

apparent from successive closures of EXAMPLE 18: Single Removal of MO with
2 .

equation S-4. This discropancy would Weight Substitution

appear as a significant difference of

tare determinations between sequential SCENARIO - Remove 50 kg MO from MO stor- -

y 2
loads. Each tare determination is the age silo on hold and replace with 50 kg

mean of cight weight measurements. The PO2*
standard deviation of the mean is 0.087 kg,

so the standard deviation of the difference
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Relative SCENARIO - Remove 50 kg M0 fr m storage2d
Decision silo and feed hopper and refill hopper

Material' Attractive. with 41 kg 002*
ness 0.6

RelativeSingle Removal. -1.0
Likelihood

* Inert Substitution 0.7 Decision Index

_
No Record Change 1.0- Material Attractive-

ness 0.6No Collusion 1.0
'

Relative Likelihood Single Removal 1.0
Factor' O.42 Inert Substitution 0.7

No Record Change 1.0
If the diversion occurs prior to removal -No Collusion 1.0

of-the MO analytical. sample, the Puo Relative Likelihood2
Factor 0.42concentra ion in the silo would drop from

an expected value of 4.0% to approximately
3.72%, which is virtually certain of de- Since only 41 kg of material. can be re-'

tection by the analysis. If the diversion m ved from the feed hopper, the extra

occurs after the silo contents have been 9 kg M0 must be removed from the storage2

analyzed, it would not be detected until - silo leading to a 9.0-kg weight discrep-

the, resultant subblend is analyzed; this ancy. The 9.0-kg (0.36 kg PuO ) imbalance
2

subblend would have a PuO concentration occurring upon closure of equation S-9.
2

of 3.95%. The diversion would be detected w uld have a probability of detection of

8.1%. The lower plutonium concentrationi af ter blending within one shif t by a clo-

sure imbalance in equation S-10: the in the subblend resulting from the uranium*

probability of detection is 71.6% for any substitution would be detected, however,

one blend. The probability of detection by closure of S-10. In this respect, this

of at least one change of concentration scenario is approximately equivalent to

of this magnitude would exceed 97.5% after the post analytical diversion in Example

three blends had been prepared. *

4

~

In practice, the PuO concentration in .It can be summarized that a single diver-
2

recycled M0 will vary somewhat from a sion of 2.0 kg PuO , either as PuO or as
2 2 2

nominal 4%,. depending on concentration 0 kg MO , fr m L cations 9, 24, 25, 26,2
and the subblend silo (shown in Figure 5),of. rejected and recycled subblends, so

that 'a 'small concentration deviation from al ng with removal from any side stream,

4% does not, per se, indicate something is w uld be detected within one shift by a

amiss. In this-respect, a careful mater- closure imbalance of equation S-9. Like-

wise, a single diversion with substitution
'

.

ial balance,of the recycled MO must be.
2

maintained-via equations S-ll and S-25 fr m any of these locations would be de-

(See Clean Scrap Cycle, Section 4.5). -tected by a closure imbalance of equation

S-10 within two shifts. In effect, all.

- EXAMPLE 19 - Single | Removal of M0 During such potential diversions are equivalent
. 2 and are detectable at > 99.9%Feed Hopper Loading Operation
'with Substitution

,39
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EXAMPLE 20: Multiple Diversion of MO rem val f material from more than five2
from.Subblend Preparation shifts, a minimum two-man collusion would

be required, and the relative likelihood

SCENARIO - Remove 10 kg MO from every factor would be reduced to less than. 0.07.2
. third subblend (i.e., the same shift Since this refinement would not result in

overy day) to total 50 kg in a one-week a:significant decrease in the detection
**

load, probability, this option is rejected.

*

4.2.3. Examples of Diversion from Sub-L od
'

Decision Index blend Silos On Hold

Material Attractive-
ness 0.6 In addition to the subblend silo being
Distribution (5) 0.4

filled and the subblend silo being used
No Subatitution 1.0

to feed the pelleting line, seven of the
1 No Record Change 1.0

subblend silos are either empty or have
No Collusion 1.0

been previously filled and weighed and
! ^

t 0.24 are awaiting analytical results from the '

sample taken during loading operations.
i

The quantity of PuO rem ved with e'ach Subblend batches must be accepted by OC
2

theft is 400 g. By closure equation S-9, prior to their use in the pelleting module.

! the probability of detection is 9.13%'per Closure equations controlling the subblend *

sil s on hold are S-11 and S-12.thoft, so that the probability of detec- ,

,

tion of at least one diversion of this .

EXAMPLE 22: Single Removal from MO2 Sub-magnitude in five blendings is 38.0%. ,

Utilizing equation S-10'and waiting an blend silo On Hold

extra shift.for analytical results will,4

'
however, result in a probability of de, SCENARIO - Remove 50 kg MO (2.0 kg PuO I

2 2
from silo on hold.tection of any one of the diversions

(i.e., >100) of greater than 99.9%.
Relative'

Likelihood,

Decision IndexEXAMPLE 21: Multiple Diversion of MO ,

2
Material Attractive-I from Subblend Preparation ness 0.6

with substitution and/or Single. Removal 1.0
Collusion

. No Substitution 1.0
t

No Record Change 1.0
SCENARIO - Same as Example 20, out with

No Collusion 1.0
4 UO substitution and removal of material2 Relative Likelihood -

during more than five shifts. Factor 0.6 .

Inert substitution is not a viable option The LECE of the controlling equation is .

for this example because of the extreme 0.1 kg PuO . The silos are continually
2

sensitivity of equation S-10 to plutonium monitored by instrumented load cells, so

concentration in_the blend. If the sce- that a diversion of 50 kg MO (c.a. 40 ) |2
rario.in Example 20 is expanded to include would be almost instantaneously detectable

1

'40'
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with'a probability > 99.9%. A simp *e RelativeA

thef t at' this point is a negligible threat.
Decision n x

Material Attractive-
EXAMPLE 23: . Single Removal from Subblend ness 0.6

Silo with Substitution Distribution (7) 0.4

No Substitution 1.0e

SCENARIO - Remove 50 kg M0 fr m subblend No Record Change 1.02
silo on hold and substitute with 50 kg No Collusion 1.0

* - UO Relative Likelihood2
Factor 0.24

Relative

With an LECE of 0.06 kg PuO and an alarmDecision x 2

Material Attractive- threshold of 0.12 kg, the detectability

ness 0.6 of any one of these diversions (9.60) is

Single Removal 1.0 > 99.9%, so this scenario is rejected on

Inert Substitution 0.7 the basis of rapid detectability.

No Record Change 1.0

No Collusion 1.0 Further refinements of this type of diver-

Relative Likelihood sion would likely require at least one
Factor 0.42

accomplice for the diverter, which would

reduce the RLF below 0.1. It is expected,

Substitution diversion from the on-hold
that the silo would be sealed after re-

silo prior to removal of the OC analysis
moval of the QC sample, so that inert

sample is equivalent to Example'18. If
material would have to be substituted,

this scenario can be performed after re-
before the sample removal. This scenario

moval of the QC cample without alerting
would be equivalent to Example 23. The

the continuous load cell information
only viable record-change-based scenario

system, it is virtually undetectable in
in this section of the plant would be

-the prescribed length of time; there are
fMsif bh of sq w waste-drem

no further plutonium concentration an-
data to desensitize a loss of main-stream

alyses downstream from this point until
material. The unlikelihood of this type

the final pellet inspection station.
of scenario was discussed in Example 6.

This emphasizes the necessity for sealing

a silo after it is sampled for quality 4.3. MO Pelleting, sintering,2control.

and QC module
EXAMPLE 24: Multiple Removal from Sub-

blend Silo On Hold
4.3.1. Pelleting Module,

SCENARIO - Remove 7.2 kg M0 (288 g puO )
2 2 The pelleting module described in this

' from each of the seven silos in on-hold
section is shown schematically in Figure 6.,

mode.
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FIGURE 6 - Flow diagram of pelleting module.
.

Mixed-oxide powder for this section of rejected by QC and thereby returned to
the plant is obtained from OC-released recycle storage.
MO storage silos, described in Section

2
4.2.3. Each silo contains approximately The slugging and pelleting line is fully
225 kg of homogeneously mixed PuO and automated. The mixed-oxide material is2
UO , with a nominal concentration of 4 wt fed upon demand into a slug press (Loca-2
% PuO The pelleting module consists of tions 40-41 or 50-51 in Figure c) and2
duplicato independent process lines, precompacted into wafers weighing approxi-
either of which is capable of supporting mately 20 g each. These wafers are then
the plant production rate. This feature crushed, ground, and sieved to achieve a

makes it possible to continue operation uniform particle size (Locations 42-44 or

in the event of a malfunction in the oper- 52-54) ; oversized particles are recycled
ating pellet line. There is a buffer to the grinder, and fines are recycled to

,

storage area for green pellets at the end the slug press hopper. Properly sized
of the pelleting module that is common to powder material is transferred pneumati-

both lines. Total input to the pelleting cally to the pellet press hopper (Locatien -

line is one subblend silo load per shift 45 or 55) where die lubricant is added.
or about 225 kg MO With normal opera- The lubricated powder is then compacted2
tions, an average of about one subblend into cylindrical pellets weighing approxi-
silo load per week can be expected to be mately 10.4 g each. Compacted green pellets
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are placed on a conveyor (Location 47 or sintering boat. Pellet counts are related

57) and are moved single-file past an to material weight by average weight per
inspection station to a boat loader pellet. These counts are obtained by

(Location 49 or 59). Broken or cracked gamma scanners using the natural radiation

pellets are removed at the inspection of the plutonium-239. Scrap accountabil-
*

station and placed in clean-scrap stor- ity in this section is governed by weight.

age. Also, pellets are randomly selected

from the stream and transferred to an This portion of the process is controlled,

in-line density check station (Location by closure equations S-13 and S-14.

48 or 59). If this check indicates im-

proper compaction is occurring, the line 4.3.2. Sintering Module

is shut down and in-line pellets are

placed in clean-scrap storage. Otherwise, The green-pellet sintering module is

all acceptable pellets are loaded into shown in Figure 7. This line consists

. molybdenum sintering boats and placed in of five sintering furnaces (Locations 64,

a transfer station (Locations 60, 62) to 67, 70, 73, 76) that are operated continu-
await sintering. The transfer station is ously in parallel. Boats are fed to each
common to both pelleting lines. Each furnace by a conveyor system (Location 63)

boat holds 900 pellets or about 9.4 kg which is controlled by the transfer station
MO

, 2 computer. The capacity of each furnace is

24 boats; each hour one boat is removed

With the exception of the inspection from the downstream end of each furnace,

. station, these operations are completely and a fresh boat is passed into the up-

automated; each feed hopper operates a stream end. The residence time of a given

Icvel sensor which controls the upstream ooat in a furnace is nominally 24 hr.

feed to the hopper. Thus, a tie-up at

any point in the process will automati- Following sintering, each boat load of

cally shut down the operation preceding pellets is conveyed (Location 79) to an

it, thereby avoiding flooding of material. inspection station (Location 80) where

sample pellets are removed for density

The transfer station is computer control- check. Boat loads accepted as the result

led to route loaded boats either into the of the density check are transferred to

sintering module or into boat storage sintered boat storage (Location 85) to

(Location 61). The system is programmed await final grinding. Rejected boat loads

to process loaded boats in order of the are recylced through one of the sintering

fabrication of the pellets. Thus, re- furnaces or are placed in clean scrap stor-

cycled pellets from the sintering module age (Location 82) for reprocessing.,

will have priority over freshly compacted

pellets. Material control in thic section is by

pellet count for each boat and by boat.

Material control in this section of the count. Scrap control is by weight. This

process consists of weight measurements section is controlled by closure equation

at the loading end, pellet counts at the S-15 and, in part, by S-16.

conveyor, and pellet counts in each
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4.3.3. Grinding Module Individual pellets are unloaded from the

molybdenum sintering boats and placed in

The pellet grinding module is shown in single file on one of the conveyor lines

Figure 8. The purpose of this module (Locations 90, 100). Residual dust,

is to grind each pellet to a precise broken pellets, or other material remain-

diameter, remove grinding dust, accept ing in the boats is placed in clean scrap,.

or reject individual pellets based on and the empty boat is returned for another

diameter tolerances, and load pellets load of green pellets to be sintered.

into handling trays.-

Each pellet is ground to a precise diameter

The grinding module consists of two par- on a centerless grinder (Locations 91, 101),

allel lines; each line can carry the full then sprayed with water to remove grinder

production load of the plant. As in the dust and sludge and dried with high-velocity

case of the pelleting module, this fea- hot air (Locations 92, 102). Each pellet

ture permits the plant to continue opera- is then inspected for nicks, crack, or

ting in the event of a malfunction in the breaks, then checked for proper diameter

operating line. These grinder lines are (Locations 94, 104). Accepted pellcts,

also fully automated, and the throughput weighing approximately 10.0 g each, are

rate is self regulated. loaded end-to-end in rows on special
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harulling trays ' (Locations 97, 107)'. Each S-19 Monitoring of pellets from boat

tray holds 900 pellets, or about 9.0 kg - ' unloader, through inspection to

of-MO , and is considered, for accounta- storage tray loading; overlaps
2

bility purposes, a single item. Reject S-17, S-18, and S-20

pellets are either returned for: additional S-20 Monitoring of pellets from grinder
grinding if they are oversized or are single file conveyor to storage
placed in clean scrap (Locations 93, 103) . tray loading

i if they.are1 undersized or otherwise
S-21 Monitoring of pellets froni tray

*

. damaged..

loading, through storage and quality

control certification to tray un-
i Tray loads of pellets are then'placed in

1 ading in the fuel-rod fabrication
storage (Locations 98,.108) to await OC

.

m dulequalification for assembly into fuel rods
- .(Location 110). L-2 Covers filling of MO subblend silos

2

! to final pellet inspection.

. Material control in this section of the

plant is by~ boat count and pellet count; Alarm settings, LECE's, and closure sched-

i control of clean scrap, waste, and grinder ules for these CUA equations are given in

sludge is.by weight. CUA closure equa- Table 4.

tions covering. this portion of the plant
I are S-16, S-17, S-18, S-19, S-20, S-21,- Possible theft modes in this section of

'

and long-term equation L-2. In addition, the plant (locations in parentheses) are:

equation S-16 spans.the entire time a set e Removal of MO. powder from the slug; --

~ j
of' pellets resides in a given boat, i.e.,

press hopper (40,50)
from green-pellet loading to sintered-

* Removal of MO wafers from the slug
f. pellet unloading. 2
' press effluent (41,51)

j 'These equations span the.following section Removal of green pellets from pellete
'

of the process: press conveyor (47,57)

Removal of green pellets duringS-13 - Transfer MO from subblend silo ey
through green-pellet press density check-(48,58)4

S-14 Single ' file conveyor to sintering moval of green pellets from loadede 'u
,

boat loading heats or removal of loaded boatsi

during transfer and storage opera-
| S-15 Monitoring of pellets ' on sinter-

tions (60,61,62)
. ing boats per shif t

Removal of' pellets or boats at en-*
{ S-16 Monitoring of each boat from load- _

~ trance or exit of sinterir.g fur-
ing-to: unloading; overlaps'S-14,'

' naces (63,70! S-15, and S-17

e Removal of sintered pellets at -

-S-D Boat unloader through pellet grin-
sintering density check station (80)

der to single file conveyor .

Removal of pellets or boats frome
S-18 Monitoring of grinder sludge

transfer station and. storage (81,85, ;g
86)

|

:
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Table 4 - ALARM SETTINGS AND CLOSURE TIMES OF CUA EQUATIONS

LECE. ' Alarm- Time(2a) Level
=

Equatgon Required Measurement(kg PuO ) (kg PuO )
2 2 (shifts) Modea

S-13 0.1 0.2 < 1 wt/P.C..,

S-14 0 .1 - 0.2 <1 P.C.

S-15 0.02 0.04 <1 B.C./I.D.
S-16 0.02 0.04 <4 B.C..

S-17 0.03 0.06 < 1 P.C.

S-18 0.03 0.06 < l- wt/P.C.
S-19 0.1 0.2 N 2 wt/P J.
S-20 0.03 0.06 < 1 P.C.

S-21' O.01 0.02 < 1 T.C.

L-2 'O.84 0.84 168 wt/P.C./ Anal

a
P.C. Pellet Count
B.C. Boat Count
T.C. Tray Count
I.D. Identification #

.

Removal of pellets from grinder Examples of scenarios that illustrate the*

conveyor (90,100) degree of protection afforded by the clo-

Removal of pellets during pellet sure equation network in the pelleting,'
e

final' inspection (94,104) sintering, and pellet QC module are.given

in the following pages. Scenarios that
Removal of pellets during traye

do not meet the 97.5% detectability for
loading-(97,107)

loss of 2.0 kg PuO or relative likelihood
2

Removal of pellets or trays from rejection criteria are listed along withe

storage-(98,108)' some other examples of typical thef t sce-

Removal of pellets from inspection narios that might appear attractive to ae

naive diverter.-station (110)
Removal of clean scrap (83,82,93'e

EXAMPLE 25: Single Removal from Slug
103,114)

Press Hopper

Removal of grinder sludge (112,113)e

Removal of waste,-dirty scrap from The capacity of the slug press hopper ise

various points throughout the about 20 kg, so a' single theft of 50 kga

MO fr m this area is not possible. Theprocess 2
hopper of the slug press is, however,

Discussion of the last three of these kept full continuously from the feed silo,~

items will-be deferred to' Sections 4.5. so that a diverter could, over the period

f ne shift, remove 50 kg MO fr m theand 4.6. of this report. 2
225 kg handled by the hopper during the
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sh'ifte "To keep'the likelihood-factor SCENARIO ' Remove 5.0 kg MO (0.2 mg PuO I
_ 2 2

' greater f than10.li the thief can made no from the slug press hopper every third

more than;10" removals-in the course'of. shift'over-a two-week period, i.e., 10

=one. shift. shifts.

SCENARIOS - Remove 5 kg MO (0.2 kg PuO )
2 2 L ke ho d

'from the' slug press. feed hopper at 10 Decision Index

times during onel shif t. . Material Attractive-~ ,

ness 0.6

Relative Distribution (10). 0.4
Li h

No Substitution 1.0Decision x

Material Attractive- No Record Change 1.0

ness 0.6 No Collusion. 1.0

Distribut' ion (10) 'O.4 Relative Likelihood
Factor- 0.24No Substitution- 1.0

No Record Change 1.0
No Collusion ~1.0 The diversion per closure is 0.2 kg PuO 21

Relative Likelihood. which is 4o. The alarm threshold for S-13*

Factor 0.24 is 4a, so the probability of detection of

any one diversion of this magnitude is 50%.

This portion of the process is controlled The probability of detection of at least .

by' closure equation S-13, which closes once one of these diversions in the 10 shifts

per shift. The diversion.would appear to is 99.9%. With this scenario one would
'

the governing equation as a_ single re- expect an average of five alarms in the -

.moval; in this respect, the number of two-week' period; with no diversion-the

removals is' immaterial. The total diver- number of expected false alarms in this>

sion is 2.0 kg PuO which is about 40a; period is essentially zero.2 _

detection of. this . diversion upon closure

is virtually certain. EXAMPLE 27: Multiple Removal from the

Slug Press Hopper with

EXAMPLE 26: Multiple ' Removal from the Substitution

Slug Press Hopper

SCENARIO - Remove 5.0 kg MO fr m the slug2
The thief can reduce the probability of press hopper every third shif t and replace

detection by trickling the diversion over with 5.0 kg 002*
several sequential closures of the govern-

ing CUA equation. In Example 25, it was Lfke ho d
seen that more ' than 10 individual thef ts Decision Index .

would reduce the relative likelihood fac- Material Attractive-
~ ness 0.6. tor below 0.1,.so scenarios'of this type.

.

Distribution (10) 0.4. are conveniently limited to a . maximum .

'distributionnumberlof10. Inert Substitution 0.7

No Record Change 1.0

No Collusion 1.0
Relative Likelihood
Factor 0.17,

;

'

4 8 -.
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Since there are no additional analytical over the course of a shift to achieve a
steps until the final pellet inspection, SS/MT diversion of 2.0 kg PuO2*
such a diversion is difficult to detect
on a timely basis. If it is assumed tliati' SCENARIO - Remove 2500 wafers from the
the UO is homogeneously mixed in the slug- slug press effluent over the period of2
ging hopper, the substitution would result one shift..

in pellets with nominal-3.91% PuO rather
2

Lfkeioodof the final pellet analysis. With a 4a
* alarm threshold on this analysis, the Decision Index

probability of detection of a change in Material Attractive-
concentration of this magnitude would be ness 0.6

about 99.8%. It is more likely that the Distribution ( 10) 0.1

UO substitution in the slugging hopper No Substitution 1.0
2

would not be homogeneous, so the resultant No Data Falsification 1.0

pellets would indicate a relatively wide No Collusion 1.0

variation of PuO content, which would be ative Likelihood
2 g

easier yet to detect.

The LECE for the controlling closure equa-Even though a week or more could elapse
tion, S-13, is 0.1 kg PuO , so this di-

2between the initial substitution and its
version would be detected upon closure at

detection in the final pellet inspection-

the end of the shift with >99.9% probabil-
stage, the diverter cannot be successful

ity. Reducing the number of individual
because he must spread his diversion out

thefts to keep the RLF above 0.1 will have
over a two-week period. If he increases

no effect on the detectability. The num-
the size of thef t per shif t, he stands the

ber of multiple thefts is immaterial since
chance of being detected by improper re- g g g g
sponse of the gamma scanning pellet coun-

, at the end of the shift.
ters. If he spreads his diversion out

among any more shifts, he must add accom-
EXAMPLE 29: Multiple Removal of Wafers

plices into the diversion, and the RLF
from Slug Press Throughoutwould be reduced below 0.1. It is apparent
Inventory Periodthat careful monitoring of the input hop-

pers for this section of the plant should
SCENARIO - Remove approximately 63 wafersbe performed to ensure prompt detection
from the slug press effluent in each of

in the event of a gross substitution.
40 shifts throughout the inventory period
to total 2500 wafers.

EXAMPLE 28: Removal of Wafers from the
* Slug Press Effluent Relative

Likelihood
Decision IndexA single theft (SS/ST) from the grinder- g g ,_

classifier hopper is not possible since ness 0.6
the hopper holds a maximum of 20 kg of Distribution (40) 0.1
material at one time. The diverter, how- No Substitution 1.0

ever, could remove 2500 wafers (50 kg MO ) No Data Falsification 1.02
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No Collusion 1.0 Substitution diversion at this point in

Relative Likelihood the process would require that the diver-
Factor 0.06 ter have in his possession a supply of

2500 UO wafers weighing, on the average,2recause of low relative likelihood, this
20 g each. Although the likelihood table

,

scenario would not normally be considered
does not reflect the added difficulty of

in detail. There are, however, some sig-
obtaining material of this type for sub-

nificant restrictions on detectability, stitution, there is no doubt that obtaining .

This diversion is equivalent to approxi- such wafers would represent a significant
mately 50 g PuO removed in a given shift.y reduction in likelihood index. Also, the
The LECE for equation S-13 is 0.1 kg, s same detectability of UO substitution as

2the diversion is 10. The alarm threshold described in Example 27 would apply,
for this equation is 40, so the probabil-

ity of detection of a single diversion of
EXAMPLE 30: Removal of Green Pellets from

this magnitude is 0.1%. The probability
the Pellet Press Conveyor or

of detection of at least one diversion of During the Pellet Density
this magnitude during the 40 shifts is Check
5.3%. To improve the detectability, the

alarm threshold could be reduced to 2.5a;
Both these areas are within the realm of

the probability of detection of removal
closure equation S-13, so that all the

,

of 50 g of wafers in one shif t would be
diversions described in Examples 25 through

6.68%, and the probability of detection
29 are generic to any scenarios for removing

of at least one such removal in the 40
material frem this section of the module. .

shifts would be 93.7%. The number of
All the likelihood factors and probabilities

true alarms expected in the period would of detection are the same,
be 2.7, and no false alarms could be ex-

pected if there were no diversion. Any
EXAMPLE 31: Removal of Pellets During the

further reduction in alarm threshold t
Boat Loading Operation

enchance detectability would have to be

balanced against a tolerable false alarm
This section of the module is controlled

rate.
by overlapping CUA equations S-13 and S-14.

The counting input data that open S-14 are
Since the RLF for this diversion is al-

the same data that helped close S-13. Any
ready <0.1, added diversion refinements

removal during the actual boat loading will
will only reduce the RLF still further.

result in an imbalance in S-13, which may
Although the diversion is possible, it

or may not be detectable. However, S-14
is not believed to be viable. Physical

compares the actual pellet count on a boat .

protection around the press system can
with the measured number of pellets fed to

reduce the vulnerability still further.
a boat. The controlling error (LECE) in

This scenario would ultimately be detected
this operation is a 1% counting error. If -

by closure of long-term equation L-2'
it is assumed that a boat is loaded until

which has an LECE of 0.84 kg for the two-
all 900 slots are filled, a 2a counting

month period. Prcbability of detection
error would be 9 pellets. With an alarm

by equation L-2 with a 1-LECE alarm thres-
threshold at 40 (18 pellets), a descrepancy

hold would be 99.7%.
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of 60. (27 or more . pollets) would be de- the span, so that specification of location
tectable at the 97.5% level. At this within the span is not necessary. There

i stage of the process, a diversion would are no generic differences between diver-

require removal of 4812 pellets at 10.4 g sions from this area and those discussed
MO each to achieve 2.0 kg PuO . With in Example 31. The LECE's for these two2 2
900 ' pellets per boat,- this would require equations are 0.02,kg PuO , as opposed to.

2
removal from a minimum of five boats. If LECE's of 0.1 kg PuO f r equations S-132
only 27 pellets can be removed from any and S-14, so that diversion detection

* one boat,. thefts would have to be made sensitivity in this section is higher for

from a minimum of 178 boats. For a multi- the same generic scenarios in Example 31.
ple diversion of MO , the maximum RLF It is. concluded there are not viable di-2
would be 0.06. Any attempt to cut down version scenarios for thc. S-15 and S-16
the distribution number would result in area..,

' increased detectability; and any attempt
to reduce detectability would further EXAMPLE 33: Removal of Pellets from Grind-
lower the relative likelihood factor. It ing, cleaning, Inspection, and
is also assumed that if any pellets were Storage Tray Loading Operations
removed from a loaded boat af ter closure
of S-14, the empty spaces would be immedi- This section of the plant is controlled by
ately apparent. Likewise, removal of the closure equations S-17, S-18 S-19, and
entire contents of a boat or removal of S-20; equation S-17 controls the pellets

-

the boat itself would be immediately de- from the boat unloader through the grinder
tectable. It is concluded that there are by pellet count, S-18 controls the material

*

no viable diversion scenarios for this removed from each pellet during grinding
operation, other than pellet substitution. (grinder sludge) by weight, 3-20 controls,

the grinder conveyor to tray loading by
The question of material substitution in pellet count, and S-19 controls the entire
this section of the plant was discussed operation by weight. The largest LECE of
in Example 27. the four equations is S-19 with a value

of 0.1 kg PuO ; ther LECE's are all 0.03
2

EXAMPLE 32: Removal of Pellets from kg PuO . temoval of pellets prior to2
Loaded Boats During Trans- grinding would have the same restrictions

ferring, Green Pellet Storage, as were noted in Examples 31 and 32. After
. Sintering, Density Check, grinding, the average weight per pellet is
Sintered Pellet Storage, and 10.0 g, so that to achieve a diversion of

Boat Unloading Operations 50 kg MO (2.0 kg PuO ), a total of 50002 2
pellets would have to be removed. For

This entire range of operations is covered detection by S-19, which has an alarm
-,

by closure equations S-15 and S-16; equa- threshold of 0.2 kg, a diversion of 0.3 kg |
' tion S-15 controls the number of boats Puo Per closure would be detectable at the |2
processed, and S-16 controls the total 97.5% level. This is eqtivalent to a maxi- {
number of pellets processed. A diversion mum allowable removal of 750 pellets per I

at any point within this span will have shif t; or a minimum of seven shif ts to.

the same effect on closure imbalance as achieve the diversion. .The RLF for MO 2 )the same diversion at an2 other point in with a distribution number of 7 is 0.24, I
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so'this might. appear to be an attractive One potentially; attractive scenario based

option to a diverter. Wi'h the smaller'. on record change in this portion of the

LECE's for S-17 and S-21, . however, the process would be falsification of scrap

maximum number of pellets that can be - and waste stream data to desensitize loss

removed in one shif t with detection less of main stream material. Such a scenario

than 97.5% is'll2. Removel of 5000 pel- would be detected by improper closure of -
*

lets would then require at' least 45 shif ts. the equations centrolling the scrap and

Even'if there is no collusion,-the RLF_ waste processing operations, which are
*

- would be reduced-to 0.06. With 45 shifts, discussed in Sections 4.5. and 4.6. The
r minimum two-person collusion would be likelihood of this option was addressed

required, and the RLF would be further in Example 6.

reduced to 0.018.

4.4.. Fuel rod fabrication module
. Substitutional diversion from this section -
of the plant would require that the diver- The fuel rod fabrication module is shown

ter have available-5000 pellets of UO schematically in-Figure 9. In this section
2

for replacement of' removed pellets. This of the plant, trays of pellets that have

places- some rather severe demands on the been qualified by QC are received from

attractiveness index, in addition to the' tray storage (Location 98 or 108 in Figure

diversion being detected within two or 5) and are directed into either of the two

three shifts by final pellet inspection. rod-loading stations (Location 99 or 109).

Each tray will be missing one pellet for

Another possible diversion from this QC analysis, so that any additional miss-
,

section would be the collection -of grinder ing pellets would be immediately evident.

sludge. 'With an LECE of 0.03 kg for con- Likewise, any trays with more than one

trolling equation S-18 and an alarm thres- pellet missing in the event of additional

hold of_0.06 kg, no more than 0.09 kg can QC samples being taken would be properly

be removed in any one shif t with less than documented and identified.

97.5% detectability. Diversion of 2.0 kg

: PuO w uld then require a minimum of 22 Preweighed empty fuel rods are loaded2
shifts. The RLF for MO diversion with automatically from the storage trays.2
a distribution number of 22 is 0.06. Each rod nominally holds 200 pellets, so

Substitution of UO for grinder sludge each tray can load approximately 4.5 fuely
. would reduce the IU.F to 0.042. rods. An average of 22 trays are unloaded

per shift, leading to a production rate of

It is concluded - that the optimum point about 100 rods per shift. Material control

for substitutional diversion in this in the rod-loading operation is by pellet
~

section of_the plant is-at the feed hop- count.

per to the sludging process; although the

detectability of' this diversion is rela-- Once a rod is loaded and welded (Locations
,

tively-high, the thief can' gain the most- 120-122), it is carried as an inventory-

- timo by diverting-from this point. If item. Inspection of the completed fuel

this location can be physically controlled, rods includes helium leak (Locations 126-
substitutirnal diversion Lis not a viable 127) and x-ray inspection (Location 130)

option for the diverter. - to determine weld integrity, gamma scanning
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(Location 128) to verify that all internal From this point in the process through
pellets contain plutonium and that no rod channel assembly, packaging, and ship-
pellets are missing, and physical inspec- ment, control is by cor ventional accounta-

tion (Locations 131-133) for straightness bility techniques sinc, these operations
and dimensional compliance. Rods that were not included in the original Cua

,

meet all inspection criteria are weighed closure equation network. Equations can
to verify the M0 content and are placed easily be written, however, and implemented2
in post-inspection storage (Location 135). to cover these operations if it should .

appear necessary to do so.

Rejected rods are transferred to a repair

and dismantling module (Locations 139-140) Closure equations span the fuel fabrication

for service. Rods that are repaired are portion of the plant as follows:

returned to the rod inspection module for
S-21 Monitors unloading of pellets at

reinspection. Rods that cannot be re-
' rod loader

paired are cut open, and the pellets are
S-22 Monitors number of pellets in trayremoved. Pellets that appear to be un-

damaged are placed in a sintering boat during storage

for recycle through the pellet qualifica- S-23 Monitors loading of pellet into
tion steps. The boat is recycled when it rods and follows ccutrol rods
is filled with 900 pellets (i.e., the con- through physical inspection

,

tents of about 4.5 rods). Pellets that S-24 Monitors number and location of
appear to be damaged are placed in clean

completed rods
scrap (Location 142).

.

L-3 Monitors final pellet inspection
.

Short-term closure equations that control to rod physical inspection

this module are S-21, S-22, S-23, and S-24. L-4 Monitors entire process-PuO2 ""~
Euqation S-21 controls the pellets from loading to fuel rod inspection
the tray-loading to rod-loading operations.

Control is by pellet count, and the time Alarm thresholds and closure times of
span may cover several shif ts for a given these equations are given in Table 5.
tray. S-22 controls the residence of

pellets in a tray within a shift; control Possible theft modes in the rod fabrica-
is by pellet count. S-2 3 controls the rod- tion and inspection module are:

loading operation through red inspection;
Removal of pellets from tray stor-e

control is by pellet count and final weight
,

of the rod, and the time span may cover

several shifts for a given rod. S-24 con- Removal of pellets during loadinge
.

trols the shift-to-shift flow of rods e Removal of assembled rods
through this module; control is by rod

Removal of recycled pellets from*
count. 'disassembled rods

Once rods have passed inspection and are Removal of discarded pellets frome

given item numbers, it is assumed that clean scrap or from waste.

Item counts are essentially errorless.
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h ole 5.- ALARM THRESHOLDS AND CLOSURE TIMES OF CUA EQUATIONS

LECE Alarm Time( I b'V*Equations Required Measurement(kg PuO ) (kg PuO )2 2 (Shifts) ModeaNo.

S-21' O.01 0.02 <4 T.C.
*

:S-22' O.01 0.02 <1 T.C./I.D.

S-23 0.02 0.04 <4 Wt/I.C.
S-24 ' - 0.01 <1 I.C./I.D.,

L-3 0.37 0.37 168 Wt/ Anal.
.L-4 0.97 0.97 168 Wt/ Anal.

"T.C. Tray Count
I.D. Identifier Number
Wt Weight
I.C. Item Count (Rods)

The last . item in this list will be dis- storage area is set up for visual audit

cussed in Section 4.5. Since the only on a shift-to-shift basis. The minimum

items handled in this module are M0 number of pellets that can be removed2
pellets or completed fuel rods, thefts from storage during 40 shifts (two months

can be defined in units of number of of operation by a given shif t) and still-

pellets or number of rods. To divert achieve a total of 5,000 pellet, is 125

50 kg MO (2.0 kg PuO ) it is necessary per shift. With 24 trays being handled2 2
*

for a thief to remove 5,000 pellets or per shift, this would be a discrepancy of

25 rods. 5.2 pellets per tray, which wculd be im-

mediately detectable visually. Also, such

EXAMPLE 34: Removal of Pellets from a scenario would have an RLF much less than

Certified Storage 0.1 since the distribution number would be

40.
Extra pellets could be removed from the

storage trays at the time the QC pellets Substitutional diversion would involve the

are being removed. The removal of 5,000 same difficulties in obtaining proper UO
2

pellets at one time without detection, pellets as were encountered with UO2 "*f*#**

however, is not possible, nor is the re- Detection of substituted pellets would be

moval of an entire tray of pellets possi- ensured upon gamma scanning completed fuel

ble. Removal from storage would be de- rods,

tected immediately, either visually or by

weight sensors in the storage area. For EXAMPLE 35: Removal of Pellets from the*

MO , the maximum distribution that would Loading Module During Loading
2

retain the RLF >0.1 would be 10; for 10
"

diversions of MO the RLF would be 0.24. Transfer of pellet trays to the fuel fabri-
2

(For. more than 10 diversions the RLF would cation line and pellet loading is completely

be 0.06) A scenario involving 10 thefts automated, so that removal of pellets dur-

of. 500 pellets each from the storage area ing this operation does not appear to be

would be immediately detectable since the physically possible. Even if removal by
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.this mode were. physically possible,'there Substitutional diversion at this point is

= does 'not appear to be any attractive sce- not believed-to be a viable option because

nario available to a diverter. of physical difficulties in overriding the 1

automation equipment. Also,. UO2 substitu-

SCENARIO - Remove 500 pellets per shift tion would be apparent'upon gamma scanning
*

for 10 shifts. of completed fuel rods.

I, 6: Removing Fuel RodsLk od ,

Decision Index

Material Attract.ive- SCENARIO - Remove 25 fuel rods from any-
ness 0.6 where in the completed rod module.

. Distribution (10) . 0.4
No Substitution 1.0 Relative

/ No Record Change 1.0 Decision x
sion 1.0 Material Attractive-

.Rolative Likelihood ness 0.6
Factor 0.24

Distribution (25) 0.1

No Substitution 1.0
If the pellets are removed during the No Record Change 1.0
same shift each day, no-collusion is

No Collusion 1.0
required. The LECE's for the governing

Relative Likelihood -

equations, S-21 and S-22, are 0.01 kg Factor 0.06

PuO2 per shift. Five-hundred pellets is
0.2 kg PuO , or about 400, so that prompt This diversion will be detected by a dis- *

2
detection by pellet count is essentially crepancy in daily inventory. If records

.

certain. are falsified to conceal the disappear-

ance of an accountable item, the RLF is

SCENARIO - Remove 125 pellets per shift reduced by an additional factor of 0.45

over 40 shif ts during one inventory to 0.027; this would be considered a very

period. unlikely scenario. Falsificat!on of scrap

or waste stream data from the rod repair

m dule to desensitize loss of main stream
. . Lk od

Decision Index material was discussed earlier in Examples

Material Attractive- 6 and 33.
ness 0.6

Distribution (40) 0.1 In addition,when one considers the diffi-
No Substitution 1.0 culty in smuggling 25 accountable items,
No Record Change 1.0 each approximately 14 ft long,out of a .

-No Collusion 1.0 plant or in disassembling the rods in a
ative Likelihood

clandestine environment to recover theg,g

pellets, it is quite apparent that theft -

ue r ds is not a viaMe gtion for aA group of 125 pellets represents 0.05 kg
0 * *#*PuO , which would be a diversion'of.about

2
100. Even with a 40 alarm threshold,

detection within the shift is virtually

.certain.
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4.5. Clean scrap recovery be used to prepare new subblends with

and storage facility minimum reprocessin9 oirty scrap ana

waste materials that are like?y to be

Clean scrap processing and storage for contaminated physically or chemically,

the mixed-oxide plant is shown schemati- such as spillage, completed analytical.

cally in Figure 10. This process is samples, liquid wastes, and cleanout ma-

governed by closure equations S-25 and terials, are not included in the clean

L-5 which cover the processing and stor- scrap category. Waste materials will be*

age of all reprocessed mixed oxide in discussed in Section 4.6., the waste

the plant. This reprocessed material treatment module,

was, for one reason or another, rejected

from the final product, and it includes The clean scrap module processes material

subblend powders, green pellets, sintered fromyhefollowingplantlocations:
pellets both ground and unground, dried

'

Reject subblend lots from the sub-e
grinder sludge, and pellets recovered blend storage area (Locations 30-'

from reject fuel rods. Clean scrap con- 34, Figure 5)
sists only of those materials that can

.

HOLD166
UPGENERAL

* SYSTEM Y REJECT FROMWT 2

b $ BLENDER MODULE'
HOLD UP

____
,

MO (R)A 2
SILO 8EING"

FtLLED
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HOLD

db
WT

143 144 --- 21

; CLEAN SCR AP CLEAN SCRAP (MO2) M0 (R) ANAL2-
STORAGE RECOVERY SILO BEING MSAMPLE

ANALYZEDPROCESS

+-

HOLDWT
UP=

HOLD
UP RECYCLE FROM2

WT 1p BLENDER MODULE
.

22- - - -

MO 4R)2
SILO BEING 7 TO BLENDER MODULE

USED
CLE AN SCRAP RECYCLE (MO Ia

2'

FROM OTHE R PROCESS MODULES

FIGURE 10 - Flow diagram of M02 (recycle) module.
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Broken pellets and-residual powderno Removal of powder from subblende

from pellet pressing operations . silo load being returned to MO
2and/or' boat loads of green pellets' feed silo

of- improper density (Location 83,
Removal of clean scrap containero

Figure.6)
or containers from any of the in- .-

. Boat loads of-sintered pellets plant locations (including pellet
*

rejected because of improper ' grinder sludge)

density (Location 82, Figure 7)
Removal of scrap or reprocessede

Dried grinder sludge (Location 114, MO from clean scrap storage
'*

2
Figure 8)

Removal of reprocessed MO duringe
2Undersized pellets from the grinder feed silo filling operations.

*

lines .'(Locations 93,103, Figure 8)
Rejected. tray loads from-final Closure equation S-25 spans the entire*'

pellet inspection (Location 216, clean scrap system, so it is.not necessary
Figure 8). .to consider removal fro; any specific

locations within the scrap processing
Rejected pellets from fuel rod*

operations. It is necessary to considerrepair and dismantling station
only the effect of any removal on the

(Location 142, Figure 9).
closure imbalance of S-25.

.

All clean scrap to be processed is trans-
The LECE for S-25 is 0.2 kg PuO and theferred to the clean scrap storage facility 2
alarm threshold is set at 0.4 kg (40).(Location 143, Figure 10) . . Clean scrap .

Closure is on a shift-to-shift basis.material control is by weight; scrap con-
tainers are weighed before material trans-

EXAMPLE 37: Single Removal of Clean MOfer and are tared af ter emptying. In the 2
S rapclean scrap recovery module (Location 144),

all material is crushed to granular size
SCENARIO - Select a reject subblend and

or smaller, then is subjected to several
remove 50.0 kg from it as it is returnedreduction / oxidation steps to adjust the
to the MO

material to stoichiometric UO and PuO 2 scrap recycle system.
2 y

and to remove excess moisture. Treated Relative.
material is then transferred pneumatically

Decision n xto one of the MO blender feed silos2 Material Attractive-
(Locations 20, 21, 22). .If'there is in- ness 0.6
aufficient silo storage available, mater- Single Removal 1.0

'

'
ial is packaged and returned to clean No Substitution 1.0

*

scrap storage- (Location 143)~ until silo No Record Change 1.0
epace becomes available. No Collusion 1.0

Relative Likelihood
'

Possible modes of' physical removal of Factor 0.6

. material.from the clean scrap recovery
1 system includes
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A single removal of 50 kg MO (2.0 kg diverter other than the time required for2
PuO ) would be a quantity approximately detection. The diverter must then con-2
80 greater than the alarm threshold and sider multiple removals from different

would thereby be virtually 100% certain shifts. In order to avoid reducing the

of detection within one shift. likelihood factor below 0.1, the diverter.

is limited to a maximum distribution num-

EXAMPLE 38: Single Removal of MO S rap ber of 10.2
* with Substitution

SCENARIO - Remove 5.0 kg MO (0.2 kg Puo )
2 2

SCENARIO - Remove 50 kg MO fr m the during each of 10 different shif ts during2
scrap recycle system and substitute 50 kg an inventory period.

U02*
Relative

Likelihood
Relative Decision IndexLikelihood

Decision Index Material Attractive-
ness 0.6Material Attractive-.

ness 0.6 Distribution (10) 0.4

Single Removal 1.0 No Substitution 1.0

Inert Substitution 0.5 No Record Change 1.0

,
No Record Change 1.0 No Collusion 1.0

No Collusion 1.0 Relative Likelihood

Relative Likelihood Factor 0.24

Factor 0.3,

A removal of 2.0 kg PuO w uld be approxi-
2

This scenario would not be detectable by mately 2a of equation S-25. With an alarm

weight alone, and therefore would not threshold of 4a the probability of detec-

appear as an imbalance of equation S-25. tion would be 2.28% per shift. The prob-

Acceptance or rejection of a given MO ability of detection of at least one2
batch, however, depends on the analysis such removal in 10 shifts would be 20.6%.

of the subblend. Likewise, the MO stor- This would appear to be an attractive2
age silo to be used is also analyzed so scenario, but the diverter would be trip-

that if there were a significant change ped up by the long-range closure equation,

of plutonium concentration, dettition L-5. This equation has an LECE of 0.4 kg

would be virtually certain. Analytical and an alarm threshold of 0.4 kg, so that

results could require periods from several a 2.0 kg (PuO ) diversion (c.a. 100) would2
days to one week, however, be detectable with > 99.9% probability.

Timeliness, however, may be a problem
*

EXAMPLE 39: Multiple Diversion from the since as long as six weeks could elapse

Scrap Recycle System between the diversion and its detection.

.

Multiple removals from different parts of More rapid detection or removal from the

the scrap recycle system within one shif t clean scrap area can be achieved by set-

would be equivalent to a single removal, ting the alarm threshold of S-25 to 2.5a

as far as equation S-25 is concerned, and (1.25 LECE). With this limit, the prob-

would therefore hold no advantage for the ability of detection of removal of 0.2 kg
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Puo is 30.9% within one shift; the prob- is established to process all liquid wastes,2
ability of detecting at least one such dirty scrap, and solid waste materials from

removal in 10 shifts is 97.5%. At this the plant production operations and clean-

alarm level the false alarm probability outs. Dirty scrap is " material that is too

is 0.62%, so that one would expect approx- impure to recycle and is in the judgement
,

imately one false alarm in two inventory of the operator rich in SNM concentration"

periods. If this diversion scenario were [7). Waste is " material which is too impure

being followed, however, there would be to be directly recycled and is in the judge- e

an average of 3.1 alarms per period. In- ment of the operator very dilute in SNM"

vestigation of one falso alarm in two (7}.
periods does not appear to ,be an unrea-

sonable trade-off to provide protection Cans of waste are received from the vari-

against this type of scenario. ous process locations at the close of each

shift and placed in storage (Location 150).

4.6. Waste treatment module All cans are quickly gamma scanned (Loca-

tion 152) to estimate the plutonium content.

The flow diagram for the waste treatment If the plutonium concentration is higher

module is shown in Figure 11. This module than accepted limits, the can is passed

.

150 152
dis OS- 154 dis OS-

W ASTE CANS FROM4 qmWASTE OUICK 4 ABLE PRECISION y ABLE
PROCESS CAN GAMMA *AQ GAMMA WA E ,p c

COUNTINGSTORAGE SCA'J SNG MENT

1 P

156oiR y
DIRTY SCRAP CANS Segap m NEUTRON

FROM PROCESS CAN COUNTING b"

STORAGE ANAL
WT SAMPLE

\/
db

HOLD l
163

UP + 162 RECOVER- - 164
DIR TY ABLE RECOVER-

ph^g# ISCR AP AND g. ABLE SCRAP
WASTE PRO ING SHIPM E NT

CESSING

VOL
d b

e

161157 158 159 160 OtSPOS. .

" IQUID WASTE Liouso Liouso FILTRATE SOLIDIFI- ABLEL
WASTE HOLD + CATION & I W ASTEWASTE ' '

F ROM PROCESS STORAGE PROCESSIN('
"

TANK ORUMMING IP
TANK {*** ' f

i

1P | 1P
'

N /NANAL VOL ANAL
SAMPLE SAMPL E

V
!

I FIGURE 11 - Flow diagram of miscellaneous waste treatment module.

|
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into the dirty scrap line (Location 156) for shorter term closures contain much

for processing. Otherwise, waste mater- larger uncertainties.

ials are packaged (Iocation 153) , pre-

cision gamma scannec to assay the pluton- Theft of disposable waste (either the

ium content (Location 154), and shipped solid wastes or the liquid filtrate) is
,

for dispocal (Location 155). not regarded as a viable option for the

diverter; this material has a relative

, Dirty scrap is received from the various likelihood index < 0.l', so any scenario

plant locations and placed in storage involving this material would have a very

(Location 151). Each can is assayed for low relative likelihood factor,

plutonium content by neutron counting

(Location 156), then passed to the pro- EXAMPLE 40: Single Removal of 2.0 kg
cessing module (Location 162). PuO as Dirty Scrap

2

Liquid waste is collected in a storage Lfk od
tank (Location 157) where it is analyzed Decision Index

chemically for plutonium content. The Material Attractive-
ness 0.4liquid is then processed chemically to

precipitate the plutonium (Location 158), Single Removal 1.0

No Substitution 1.0
,

and the precipitate is transferred to the

processing module (Location 162). The No Record Change 1.0

No Collusion 1.0filtrate is assayed for residual pluton-

6 lum (Location 159), mixed with a solidi- ative Likelihood

fying agent (Location 160), packaged,
and shipped for disposal (Location 161).

With an alarm threshold of 20 (1 LECE), a

diversion of 2.0 kg PuO (5.56o) would be
Dirty scrap, recoverable waste, and liquid

detectable with a probability of 99.9% at
waste precipitate are calcined in the

f 7, g
processing module (Location 162) to a g gg g gfg g
stable ash form, packaged for shipment,

the 2.0 kg would be detected identically;
assayed (Location 163), and shipped t

however, detection could take as long as
a material recovery site (Location 164).

two months for the final closure. Some

interim protection is obtainable by weekly
The controlling closure equation for this

closures of L-7, but the detectability is
operation is long-term equation L-7.

difficult to calculate because of the
Since this equation spans the entire

large uncertainty in the LECE. In this
waste treatment module, it is not neces-

respect, the dirty scrap treatment system,

sacy to consider removal from any specific
may be potentially vulnerable from a time-

locations in the module. This equation
liness of detection viewpoint.

- normally closes at the end of each inven-

tory period with an LECE of 0.74 kg PuO2* Substitutional diversion also does not
To maintain timeliness, the equation als

appear to be a viable option in this sec-
closes once per week, but since the pro-

tion of the plant; all effluent materials
cess is dominated by largely unknown hold-

are assayed by gamma counting or by chemi-
up in the calcining module, the LECE's g g3,
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4.7. Analytical services module The totar material throughput of the

analytical module da approximately 6.0 kg

The analytical services module is shown Puo2 per inventory period. Since used
schematically in Figure 12. This module material is transferred regularly to the

processes all analytical samples obtained waste processing facility, there is never .

throughout the mixed-oxide plant. Only more than about 0.75 kg PuO in all f rms
2

one long-term closure equation, L-6, is in the module at any one time, llence a

required to monitor this module. single theft to acquire 2.0 kg is not *

possible. Since any removal of large

All sample movement in the module is amounts of material from this area would

governed by the analytical material con- be immediately obvious, the diverter must

trol station (Location 148). Incoming spread his thef ts over the entire inven-

samples are weighed and apportioned to tory period. Thus, the two-month closure

appropriate analytical laboratories for cycle of equation L-5 is sufficiently

analysis. After analysis, all samples timely to thwart a diversion attempt.

are disposed of as dirty scrap, solid

waste, or liquid waste; no material is The LECE and alarm threshold of L-6 are

returned directly to the fuel fabrication 0.47 kg PuO so a 2.0 kg diversion would2,

process. be approximately 9o and would be detect-

able at virtually 100% probability. .

ANAL. It is concluded that there is no viable
SAMP~

way for a diverter to accrue 2.0 kg PuO '
2

f rom the analytical services module.
h

5. D.IVerSIOn Scenario
. .

wi
Ot RT v

rank. ,ingsc a ^'
,

us In considering potential thef t scenarios
#

3[yp m7}^[g Y SOLID for the mixed-oxide plant, a diverter must
# ^

3 m
7 F WASTE

O IDEP ESS 8^ O Y
to gain in addition to the probability

UOul0 that his theft will be detected, the
##

g difficulty of setting up the diversion,

]f and the material attractiveness (Relative

Likelihood Factors). It is assumed the
/

AN Alf TICAL ANAL. diverter's organization has available ade-
PH0 CESSING SAMP,wy quate facilities for Concentrating and----.

,

utilizing the plutonium. It is also

y assumed the diverter is capable of packag-

ing his theft and removing it from the -

HOLD
UP plant withOut discovery. For MO this

2
would involve smuggling approximately

110 lb of material.
FIGURE 12 - Flow diagram of
analytical service module.
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With these-factors in mind,'the scenarios lower probabilities of detection in a

developed in Sections 4.1. through 4.7. shorter time. These tables do not list
are ranked into an order of descending all the scenarios developed in Section 4;

relative' attractiveness for each plant scenarios in which the probability of
g section. 'These rankings are given in detection in 24 hr is 97.5% or greater

Tables 6-12. In general, those scenarios are not listed, nor are most of the sce-

-with high. probability of detection but narios with RLF's less than 0.1. Remedial
* requiring longer detection times are~ action for vulnerabilities identified in

given higher rankings than scenarios with 'these tables is discussed for each area

of the plant in Section 6.

- Table 6 - POTENTIAL DIVERSION FROM THE PuO STORAGE SILO LOADING OPERATION2

Relative Probability Time
Scenario Likelihood of of

No. Type Factor Detection Detection

5 8-time Multiple 0.4 92.0% Up to 1
wk

4 Single w/UO 0.32 >99.9% <4 shifts
Substitutiod&
Record Change

,

3 Single w/UO 0.7 >99.9% <4 shifts2
Substitulon

L

Table 7 - POTENTIAL DIVERSIONS 'FROM THE PuO STORAGE SILOS ON HOLD2

Relative Probability Time
Scenario Likelihood of of

No. Type Factor Detection Detection
'

7 Single w/UO O.7 >99.9% 2 wk
Substitutiok

8 Single w/ tare 0.21 >99.9% 2 wk
Substitutien-

9 8-time Multiple 0.08 93.6% 1 wk
w/ tare substitu-
tion

,

Table 8 - POTENTIAL DIVERSION OF PuO2 SILO
IN USE (BLENDER FEED AND WEIGH HOPPERS)

Relative Probability Time-

Scenario Likelihood of of
No. Type Factor Detection Detection

11 8-time multiple 0.4 83.7% 1 wk

16 Single w/ tare 0.7 >99.9% 1 wk + 1
Substitution shift.
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Table 9 - POTENTIAL DIVERSIONS OF MO FROM THE BLENDER CYCLE2

Relative Probability Time
Scenario Likelihood 'of

'

of-
No. Type Factor Detection- Detection'

18 Single w/UO2 0.42 71.6% < 2 shifts
,

Substitution 97.5% '4 shifts
(MO2 feed silo

.on hold)

19 . Single w/UO2 0.42 71.6% < 2 shifts '
-

Substitution 97.5% 4 shifts
--(Blender feed &
weigh hopper)

2 3 -' Single w/UO2 0.42 99.9% '2 wk + l-
Substitution shift,

(Subblend silo
on hold)

Table 10 - POTENTIAL DIVERSIONS OF MO FROM THE PELLETING MODULE2

Relative Probability Time
Scenario Likelihood of of

No. Type Factor Detection Detection
.

27 10-time Multiple , 0.17 99.8% 1 1 wk
w/UO2 Substitution '

(slug press feed
hopper) J

29 40-time Multiple 0.06 5.3% 1 shift
'

(slug press wafers) 93.7%a 1 shifta

aThe nominal alarm threshold for equation S-14 is 4a[8); the higher
detectability shown here is obtained if the alarm threshold is set
at 2.50.

Table 11 - POTENTIAL DIVERSIONS FROM THE CLEAN SCRAP RECYCLE SYSTEM

Relative Probability Time
Scenario Likelihood of of

No. Type Factor Detection Detection

38 Single w/UO2 0.3 > 99.92 1 wk-+
Substitution

39 10-time multiple 0.4 ! > 99.9% 6 wk *

97.5%" 1 shifta

"The nominal alarm threshold for equation S-25 is 4a -[8] . At this
.

alarm level the diversion caanot be detected by S-25, only by the
long-term equation, L-5. If the alarm threshold on S-25 is re-
duced to 2.50, however, the short-term equation can be used, and
detection now will- meet the timeliness requirement of the perfor-
mance criterion.
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Table 12 - POTENTIAL DIVERSION FROM THE WASTE PROCESSING MODULE

Relative Probability Time
Scenario Likelihood of of

No. Type Factor Detection Detection
* 40 Single (Dirty 0.4 99.9% 8 wk

Scrap)

'O Note: No short-term equations were written for this module.

. .

6. Conclusions s11o 1oeds, rep 11cate weight meeeure-
ments of full silos can be used to

From the above analyses it is apparent reduce the LECE of the filling equa-

that a material monitoring system based tion.

on a CUA closure equation network will
2) Filled PuO2 and MO2 Silos on Analytical

provide adequate and timely protection
Hold

against simple material removal scenarios
There is no immediate method for de-

(i.e., simple SS/ST or SS/MT diversions
tecting material substitution in a

without substitution or record change)
filled silo. Tamper-safe seals must

- from all areas of the plant, with the
be used on full silos to ensure that,

possible exception of the waste process-
once a rilo is analyzed, its integrity

j ing module. It is recognized that a
will be maintained throughout its hold*'

clever thief could succeed in circumvent- and use periods. Otherwise, secondary
ing the material control system, but if_-

analyses would be required.
| he were to have any hope of escaping
| detection long enough to complete his 3) Blending Module

The PuO silo in use is somewhat vul-diversion he must introduce complex se- 2

| condary factors into his mode of theft, nerable to multiple diversions, pri-

In most cases examined, these secondary marily because of scenarios with a

! factors will reduce the likelihood factor less-than-desirable detectability and

to below 0.1. Potential vulnerabilities the possibility that several shifts

noted in Section 5 can be controlled as may pass before the trickle removal

follows: is discovered. This problem can be

alleviated by added replication of
1) PuO2 Silo Filling Operation

silo weight measurements to reduce
; Although substitutional diversion will

the LECE of the controlling equation.
be detected'with high reliability, the

Substitution is readily detected by
time scale of detection is long enough

subblend analysis which is usually
i to be attractive to a potential di-

available 24 hr after completion of
verter. Each can unloading operation,

the subblend. Controls are needed,
| should be monitored to prevent mater-

however, to ensure that once a sub-
| -ial substitution at the input weigh-

blend silo load is sampled for analy-
ing station. Also, to protect against

_ sis and quality control the silo is
a multiple diversion from sequential

sealed to preserve the. integrity of

.
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its contents throughout its hold and 7) Waste Processing Module

use periods. If it appears possible to physically

remove material from this section of4) Pelleting Module

Although detection of substitution the plant, it will be necessary to

diversion from this module is ulti- c nsider implementing a short-term ,

mately detectable with high reliabil- closure equation for regular run-out

m des (approximately once per week) .ity, the possibility of an elapsed
'time of a week or more between diver- 8) Analytical Serviced Module

sion and detection makes such a di- Although removal of material from the

version relatively attractive. Physi- analytical module is not a viable

cal and administrative control of this theft option, administrative procedures

system must preclude introduction of must ensure the integrity of analytical

foreign materials to either the slug- results so that data falsification in

ging press or the pelleting press. the analytical laboratory is not used

to cover an inert substitution some-5) Fuel Rod Fabrication

Although it appears that there are where else in the plant.

no viable theft scenarios for this
The option of data falsification to covermodule, proper procedures are re-
rem val f material from a CUA-controlledquired to maintain accurate records

of the hundreds of fuel rods handled plant was considered, but no viable sce- ~

narios were discovered. The diverter canin this section of the plant to en-
gain some additional time in some areassure there are not record changes. ,

of the plant by falsifying side stream
6) MO2 Scrap Recycle Sys tem

data to cover removal of material from
Although any sizeable diversion from

the main stream. Detection of this type
this section of the plant would have

of diversion is covered by the closure
a high probability of detection, a

equations controlling the side streams.
sufficiently dedicated diverter might

In some cases, more frequent closures of
be attracted by the substantial time W p wasu ephs q be m-
lag required for analyses. The larg-

quired to achieve more timely detection
est source of error contributing t

of this type of diversion.
imbalances in shif t- to-shif t closures

in this section of the plant is un-
Data falsification to conceal a diversion

certainty in material holdup. Addi'
is not a fruitful option for a thief in

tional gamma scanning instrumentation
the mixed-oxide plant. Because of the

can be used to more accurately esti-
interrelation of the CUA closure equations

mate this holdup at closure times,
and the use of process operational data to *

Also, it is apparent that setting the
drive these equations, any significant

alarm threshold at 2 LECE (40) may
discrepancy between input data and plant

not be restrictive enough; a 1.25 LECE status would have to be propagated through-
alarm threshold would result in much out the closure equation network in a
tighter control with only a modest

carefully controlled manner to avoid de-
increase in the false altrm rate t tection. To be successful, such an attempt
0.62 per inventory period. would place extreme demands on the diverter's
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depth of understanding of the plant opera- the following people at Mound for their

tions and the closure equation system. assistance with the mixed-oxide fuel pro-

In addition, it is not likely that exten- cess modeling and computer applications

sive record changes could be accomplished to the model: P. W. Seabaugh, D. R. Rogers,

without.a several-person collusion, so F. C. Fushimi, and A. F. Ciramella. We
P

this option could also be rejected on should also like to acknowledge the efforts

the basis of low relative likelihood. of Professor Lee White (The Ohio State
, At best, data _ falsification could prolong University) and Professor Mitchell Locks

the detection time, thereby giving the (Oklahoma State University) for assistance

diverter some leeway to complete his thef t, with the statistical models and develop-

ment of the " tree" concept.

Another conclusion that can be reached

from this analysis is that, by spanning h. References
several material handling points simul-

taneously and by computing material bal- 1. P. W. Seabaugh, D. R. Rogers, H. A.

ances within this span on a periodic Woltermann, F. C. Fushimi, and A. F.

basis, each closure equation permits Ciramella, The Controllable Unit

treating a large number of potential Approach to Material Control: Appli-

thef t scenarios as identities. This cation to a High Through-put Mixed

,
" pruning" effect of both time and space oxide Process, MLM-NUREG-2532, Vol. 1

has permitted a detailed study of the (January 10, 1980).

vulnerability of the mixed-oxide plant

without having to consider literally 2. ibid, Vol II, pp. J-1, ff.s

thousands of potential theft scenarios.

Utilizing the cumulative effects of 3. USAEC Regulatory Guide #5.24, June,
closure equation imbalances makes it 1974.
possible to pinpoint " worst-cases" sce-

narios for most of the plant areas. 4. M. D. K. Maltese, K. E. Goodwin, and

J. C. Schleter, Diversion Path Analy-
The problem of detection of scenarios sis Handbook, ERDA/NBS Publication,
employing diversions from two or more October, 1976.

closure equation realms (MS/ST) is be-

yond the scope of this report. A pre- 5. P. W. Seabaugh and L. S. White, "Effect

liminary investigation of this problem of Multiple Closure Equations in Appli-
has shown there are no major vulnerabil- cation of the Controllable Unit Approach
ities of this type in the mixed-oxide' (CUA) to Analyzing Safeguards Measure-
plant [5]. The concept of multiple di- ment Systems," paper presented at 19th,

versions from various areas of the mixed- annual meeting, INMM, Cincinnati, Ohio

oxide plant (MS/MT) will be the subject June 29, 1978.

of a future report..
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